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State of the Art 

We sense a desire in contemporary alternative poetry for a move away 
from the currently existing options in the language ans, some of which 
might be seen as ranging between the deplorable one of mainstream, 
workshop poetry and the more complexly problematic one of an avant
garde dominated in its practices by a poetics espousing the priority of 
"language itself' over all other relations. Of primary importance in this 
shift is a commitment to heterogeneity and alterity, to the unknown and 
the unspeakable as material influx leading to love. As opposed, on the one 
hand, to the conventional referentiality or, on the other, to the self
conscious opacity practiced by most poetries today, we are interested in a 
radical transparency oflanguage that is ultimately objectless, that allows for 
the non-linguistic, and finds the basis for its address in a relationship with 
others that is not a making of the other into a theme or an object to be 
possessed, is not a losing of oneselfin another, and is certainly not a violent 
confrontation with the other that first and foremost endeavors to alienate 
individuals from the very possibility of dialogue and therefore responsibil
ity. Poetry has been solipsized in a sacrifice of others' rights that is as blind 
to the outside as believers are blind to their Father's lies. The cliched 
engagement of the humanist mainstream, and the dismissal of ecstatic 
engagement by the avant-garde, are each the better half of the attempt to 
complete the limiting circle surrounding life with a language denying all 
claims of eros and the outside on our social lives. Why, in a society in which 
communication between human beings is constantly discouraged and 
threatened, does a panicipatory valorization of this disintegration become 
the primary mode of many of the arts? 

We wish to question, but not as "humanists," the rampant formalism 
of so much of the an of the past two decades: an that far from challenging, 
instead mimics and acquiesces to, the methods used for the transmission 
of information and experience in a media age. The time has come for us to 
move beyond an understanding of innovation that operates on what has 
proven to be a merely ostensible, or predominantly formal (or is it 
aesthetic?), level of change. The increasing conventionality of "innova-
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tion," leading to the socially inept dead-end of autonomous forms, remains 
unscrutinized as an agent of potentially universal indifference in a world 
more and more determined in its course of anonymity by the same break
up oflanguage that experimental poetry in particular glorifies as a mode of 
resistance. Self-conscious opacity in poetry, long before it counteracts or 
brings an end to the socio-cultural status quo, perhaps compounds the 
problems resulting from increasing rates of illiteracy and atomization in the 
social sphere, problems upon which global capitalism, supposedly the 
enemy of the avant-garde, has come to depend. We believe that influx from 
without, and not mere (though much proclaimed) fluctuation within the 
system of signs, must be upheld as primary among the many demands that 
poetry and language make on us. Parallel to this, we find ourselves thinking 
of the writing of poetry more as a departure that does not return the ego 
to itself as origin and destination, than as a process which, however protean 
it may be, preserves the ego, and strengthens identity by making it more 
adaptable to its own disorganization. Refusing this active preservation of 
the same in negation, we concur with H.D. when she writes: "our 
awareness leaves us defenseless." We feel that it is by virtue of this shift in 
awareness, which does not deny the outside, and which turns this defense
lessness into an address, that many of the writings in this first issue have 
been written. 

We would also want to open in the pages of this journal the question 
as to whether there can be a purely secular form of alterity, of whether the 
relationship with the other can exist independently of an acknowledgment 
of the sacred. Of course in utilizing the word sacred, or the word spirit, we 
run the risk of being misunderstood. Emily Dickinson defined "spirit" as 
"the Conscious Ear." Much of the writing that interests us and that we are 
attempting to publish seems to be at least partially formed through this 
"Conscious Ear." It should go without saying that we invariably and 
without hesitation separate our use of the words sacred and spirit from 
conventional religious systems. At the same time, we do not condone 
careless presumptions about spirituality such as those underlying the 
typical academic and avant-garde identification of the horrific history of 
institutional religion with all attempts at an articulation, such as is found 
in the mystical and prophetic traditions, of an unmediated, and therefore 
insurrectionary, love of the divine. 

We are not surprised that poetics foregrounding non-erotic, non
anterior materiality, and pronouncing formalist decrees against the sacred, 
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produce poetries that, in being so insistently non-dialogical and so assur
edly self-referential, preclude our reembodiment in a loving dialogue by 
which we overcome limits, and by which the other recovers in our 
becoming still more bound . Poetry has never been more monological, and 
poetics less illogical, than they are today . Why, then , should we not resist 
equally both the suburban vacuity of mainstream poet ics and verse, and the 
avant-garde's poetics of"language itself," with its forcefield-like purgation 
of radical alterity and non-linguistic, material influx and receptivity from 
what we heed and write? We might point out here the possibility of a 
disturbing parallel between the rhetoric ofinnovation as proclaimed by the 
avant-garde, beginning at least with the Futurists and the Vorticists, and 
the actual innovations that have continuously maimed and expropriated 
the world's spiritual and natural resources in the name of, and in capitu
lation to the myth of, modern progress. We feel that perhaps Modernism 
and probably post-Modernism will be seen as having been but footnotes 
between, if not two phases of Romanticism-the Platonic and the 
eschatological, then between Romanticism and the poetries of the ap
proaching millennium, and we hope that, following Dickinson, Melville, 
Stevens, and others, a new understanding of our task as iconoclasts and not 
innovators will emerge. 

A radical transparency of language resists the notion that we are 
restricted solely to slippages within language to frustrate its conventional 
usages. Indeed we now face the task of coming to the aid of, and pushing 
past the very relationality of, a relation between the semantic order and the 
rupture of this order that the travail of attempting to utter alteriry 
introduces where language and non-language conflate. This travail is the 
excess that threatens all violence with sacred and physical love. Part of what 
we perceive as responsibility amidst the nightmare of our times consists in 
furthering attention towards the necessity of our consent to exteriority: an 
experience of necessity freed from law. Only in direct proportion to the way 
in which speaking disarms us, making us irreplaceable on the path of an 
urgency by which we must each in our own way remain overcome , will the 
faint strains of an apocalypse of utterance guide all hierarchy and mediacy 
into place, overwhelmed by a spiritual force rendering them powerless 
against a destruction more irreversible than any fall, in the future of a 
suffusion almost immediately indistinguishable from peace. 

THE EDITORS 
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Bernadette Mayer 

The Phil-Words 
-for Sylvia Coolidge 

philema 

kiss 
of kisses as prizes in a game 
as a symbol of Christian love 
cosmetics 

phileremos, lover of silence, said of the moon 
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philabros, loving delicacy or refinement 

philagathos, loving goodness 

philaglaos, loving splendor 

philagretis, loving the chase, the huntress 

philadelphia, brotherly love 

philathlos, loving games 

philaidemon, loving modesty 

philaimatos, fond of blood 

philakanthis, loving thorn bushes 

philakolastos, loving sensual indulgence 

philakratos, loving sheer wine 

philaleipteo, loving anointing oneself 

philaletheios, loving truth 

philallelia, mutual love 

philalumos, loving being free from pain or grief 

philamartemon, loving sin 

philanagnosteo, loving reading 

philanthes, loving flowers 

philanor, loving a man; fond of men, said of dolphins 

philapechthemosune, loving making enemies 

philaploikos, loving simplicity 

philarmatos, loving chariots or the chariot race 

philarmaks, loving to plunder 

philarchaios, loving what is old 

philarchos, loving power 

philarchon, loving the rulers 

philastragalos, loving playing knucklebones 

philauthomaimos, loving the flute 

phi/autos, loving oneself 
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philebdomos, loving the number seven 

philegklemon, loving fault-finding 

philegkomios, loving praises 

philetheiros, loving hair 

phileidemon, loving learning 

philentheos, lover of inspired frenzy, said of Pan 

philentolos, loving the commandments 

philexodos, loving going out 

phileortos, loving feasts 

philerastes, loving having lovers 

phileremps, loving solitude 

phileros, loving loving 

philesteros, loving evening 

philetnos, loving pulse soup 

phileudios, loving dear weather 

phileuechos, loving loud cries 

phileuios, loving the cry of euoi (Dionysus) 

phileunos, loving the marriage bed 

phileuodes, loving sweet smells 

philedes, philedonos, loving pleasure 

philekoia, love of listening 

philelios, loving the sun 

philenemos, loving the wind 

phileti.kos, loving kissing 

philidros, loving sweat or toil 

philippos, loving horses, horse-loving 

philichthus, loving fish 

philobarbarizo, loving barbarisms of speech 

philobarbaros, loving barbarians, foreigners 
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philobiblos, loving books 

philoborras, loving the north wind 

philobotrus, loving bunches of grapes 

philoboupais, loving full-grown boys 

philogallobracheionotumpanos, loving the drum beaten 

by the arms of Gallo! 

philogare!Aios, loving fish-pickle and oil 

philogeloiastes, loving jesters 

philogeloios, loving the ludicrous 

philogelos, loving laughter 

philogennaios, loving what is noble 

philogathes, loving mirth 

philoglukus, loving sweet things , especially sweet wine 

philodakrus, loving tears, weeping 

philodeipnos, loving good dinners, loving giving dinners 

philodendros, loving trees and the woods 

philodoupos, loving noise 

philodrosos, loving the dew 

philodurmos, loving lamentation 

philodoria, loving giving gifts 

philozoos, loving life, loving animals 

philotheamosune, loving shows 

philotheamon, loving seeing 

philotheos, loving God 

philothesauros, loving accumulating treasure 

philothremmatos, loving foster children 

philothreskos, loving ceremonies 

philothutes, loving sacrifices 

philoikeios, loving one's relations 
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phiwiko®mos, loving building 

phiwistros, loving frenzy, loving to inspire with frenzy 

phiwiphas, loving sexual intercourse 

phiwkagathos, loving the good 

phiwkathows, loving generalization 

phiwkainos, loving innovation 

phiwkakos, loving the bad, the base 

phiwkaws, loving the beautiful 

phiwkataskeuos, loving elaborate diction 

phiwkenos, loving emptiness 

phiwkertomos, loving jeering 

phiwkindunos, loving danger 

phiwkissophopos, loving wearing ivy 

phiwknisos, loving pinching 

phiwkoinos, loving to share the common lot 

phiwkolax, loving flatterers 

phiwkomos, loving one's hair 

phiwkosmos, love of ornament, loving order 

phiwktitos, loving dice 

phiwkothonistes, loving tippling 

phiwkomos, loving feasting and dancing 

phiwkomodos, loving comedies 

phiwlampat:Ws, loving torches 

phiwlaos, loving the people 

phiwkios, loving booty 

phiwlithos, loving precious stones 

phiwwidoros, loving abusing and reviling 

phiwwusteon, too fond of bathing 

phiwmalakos, loving effeminacy, delicacy 
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philomastos, loving the breast, of young animals 

philomachos, loving fighting 

philombros, rain-loving 

philometabolos, loving change 

philomerios, loving moderation 

philomelos, loving apples or fruit 

philomeros, loving Homer 

philometoria, loving one's mother 

philomolpos, loving the dance and song 

philomonachos, loving gladiators 

philomochtheros, loving bad men 

philomousos, loving music or the Muses 

philomythos, loving legends or fables 

philomuros, loving unguents 

philonamatos, loving water 

philonautes, loving ships 

philoneos, loving youth or youths 

philonumphios, loving the bridegroom or bride 

philoxenos, loving foreign fashions 

philopaigmon, love of play 

philopannuchos, loving all-night festivals 

philoparabolos, loving daring 

philoparresiastes, loving frankness 

philoparugros, loving dampness 

philopatros, lover of one's uncle 

philopator, loving one 's father 

philopeuthes, loving inquiring 

philopikros, loving what is bitter 

philoplokamos, loving tresses or curls 
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philopolugelos, loving much laughter 

philopotmos, loving misery 

philoprobatos, loving sheep 

philoprotos, loving being first 

philoptorthos, loving young shoots 

philoptochia, love for the poor 

philopuros, loving wheat 

philoporistes, loving autumn fruits 

philorgjos, loving passionate rites 

philorthios, loving straightness 

philoraisteira, she who loves to bring to harbor 

philomithia, loving birds , loved or haunted by birds 

philorrematia, loving choice expressions 

philorrothon, loving the nose 

philorchikos, loving the dance 

philoskios, loving the shade 

philosmenos, loving beehives and swarms of bees 

philospelugk, fond of grottoes 

philostephanos, loving crowns of honor 

philostonos, delighting in groans 

philostrophos, loving change 

philosukos, loving figs 

philosukophantia, loving sycophancy 

philosunestios, loving those who share one's home 

philosuntomos, loving brevity 

philosomatos, loving and indulging the body 

philotarichos, loving salt-fish 

philoteknos, loving one's children 

philotoioutos, loving so and so 
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philotragemon, loving sweetmeats 

philotrapezos, loving the table 

philotrophos, loving feeding or keeping, nurturing 

philougies, loving health 

philopharmakos, loving drugs 

philophormigx, loving by accompanying the lyre 

philocheros, kind of widows 

philochlainos, fond of a cloak 

philochlos, loving popular favor 

philochoros, loving the choral dance 

philochrematistes, loving money-making 

philochresmos, loving oracles 

philochoros, loving a place or a country 

philopsamathos, loving sand 

philopseudes, loving lies or lying 

philopsilos, loving the last place in the chorus 

philopsos, fond of dainties 

philopsuchros, loving the cold 

philubris, loving wanton violence 

philudrelos, loving moisture 

philudros, loving water 

philupekoos, loving one's subjects 

philhypnos, loving sleep 

philoraios, loving the beautiful 
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Elizabeth Willis 

The Human Abstract 

Innocence shags experience and I'll never grow. 
Experience catches the dove, and I'm lost. 

I find you at this intimate pasture . 
A number in a tree. 
A grey field of otherwise. 

Inventing a globe and a wheel 
to turn it on. 
Inventing a dress and the bird 
it remembers. 

This you of my equal and never is a restoration. 

Beside the elements when they broke into picture 
this is my reference to the amity of sand. 
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Though I skate through a vale of birds in the morning 
thugs beat a carpeted path in my mind. 

Who knows the moment when a vessel closes. 
Whoever called light discreet . 

I was beside her carriage when it meant a glass coach. 
An elaborate temper turning to accept damage. 
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Stems wax heavy when the face is divided 

When I find a wheel 

A stone occurs in less than half the time 

When measured against rooftops 

Archers make a body inside one yet whole 

Though you have the combination 

I can no longer see you through the orchard 

I cast my locks on water and row with my arms 
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Men of the outer world 
Dash me to bits 

This heaven is beneath earth 

Ifl err, I am 
and my error moves me 

saying "Child pass by here" 
saying "Equal to me" 

It was the same I unhinging 
the same I throughout 

I come to this clearing 
but never quite omit enough 
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Beside this I my silence is a sister 
of uncanny omissions 

as though the mind were a room 
a rabbit could exist behind 

A swoon where the water pours 
sidelong becomes a lesson 

A lantern trespassing snow 
a wall torn from shadow 

"Their modeled form became an enclosure oflight." 

The wrestle of naming in all our passage. 
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(Three times three times) 
I've forgotten my math in your footsteps . 

As when the heart has lied 
yet has a figure in it. 

I found this in a book. 
I read this by the light at the back of your head . 

That's when I knew you by a starry impress 
and I knew your forehead. 

I knew the ground with my first feet upon it. 
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John Taggart 

Precious Lord 

1 

Not sweet sixteen not even sweet sixteen and she's moaning 

not even sixteen years old and she's moaning 

not even sweet sixteen and she's moaning the words 

moaning out the words to "Precious Lord" 

she says "ain't no harm to moan" and she's moaning 

it's Aretha in the New Bethel Baptist Church in Detroit in 1956 

words moaned out so that she becomes denuded 

no more little black dress she has nothing to hide 

no more little black dress she has nothing left to hide. 

Thomas Dorsey wrote the words wrote the words and the music 

Thomas Dorsey wrote the words and the music for "Precious Lord" 

Thomas Dorsey aka Georgia Tom wrote other songs 

one of the other songs "Deep Moaning Blues" 

Thomas Dorsey: "I like the long moaning groaning tone" 

Georgia Tom moaned "Deep Moaning Blues" with Ma Rainey 

Georgia Tom and Ma Rainey moan they moan and groan 

their moaning and groaning make you see 

moaning and groaning you' re made to see they have nothing. 
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2 

The first time Mahalia does it as one interconnected phrase 

she does it as three in one three words in one phrase 

three in one: "take-en-n-my-ah-aah-ha-an-nd" 

Mahalia does it in the same year in 1956 the same year as Aretha 

same but different the second time it is more aggressive 

it's more aggressive: "take-ake my-ah han-and" 

Mahalia was a big fine woman Mahalia was denuded 

she sang "Precious Lord" at the funeral of Martin Luther King 

Aretha sang "Precious Lord" at the funeral of Mahalia. 

Thomas Dorsey met Mahalia met her for the first time in 1928 

it was in 1928 that Georgia Tom moaned with Ma Rainey 

he moaned with Ma Rainey he moaned and he groaned with Ma Rainey 

he met Mahalia and he taught her how to moan 

"you teach them how to say their words in a moanful way" 

to say their words how to say his words 

Mahalia was a big fine woman Mahalia was denuded 

Dorsey knew the heavier the voice the better the singer 

Dorsey knew as any teacher knows the heavier the better. 
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3 

Al Green has a softened voice he has a voice made softened 

he was made to sing softened by Willie Mitchell in 1972 

softened and softened and softened 

Al Green became Rev. Al Green of the Full Gospel Tabernacle in 1980 

a tabernacle is a fixed or movable habitation 

habitation where you stay together with the lord 

Al Green has a softened voice he has a voice made softened 

he was made to sing softened on "Let's Stay Together " 

in 1982 he was made to sing softened on "Precious Lord." 

Photograph of Thomas Dorsey photograph of a smooth operator 

photograph of Georgia Tom photo of a smooth operator 

the photo smoothed out retouched softened 

one side of the face completely light one side of the face all dark 

one side merges into the light smoothed out softened 

one side merges into the dark smoothed out made softened 

in the photograph a smooth operator is lighting a cigarette 

slender fingers hold a matchbox hold a match 

slender fingers hold a softened flame against the softened dark. 
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4 

"Lead me" sing "lead me" they move with a repetitive rhythm 

Dom Mocquereau: "rhythm is the ordering of the movement" 

repetitive rhythm orders them to move on "lead" 

they move with all their weight on "lead" it sounds like "feed" 

it's the Soul Stirrers it's the most rhythmic music you ever heard 

repetitive rhythm it sounds like "feed me" 

S. R. Crain tenor A. L. Johnson baritone J. J. Farley bass 

Edmond Jabes: "can we be healed by repetition?" 

the Soul Stirrers move with a repetitive rhythm sing ''feed me." 

Thomas Dorsey came to Chicago came looking for deliverance 

Georgia Tom came in 1916 the Soul Stirrers in 1937 

to get deliverance you have to wait on the movements of providence 

he played piano he sang at buffet-flats at rent parties 

he was a smooth player and he sang softly 

a smooth player they called him "the whispering piano player" 

the most popular dance at the parties was the slow drag 

he learned how to drag easy how to sing softly 

how to drag easy how to wait on the movements of providence. 
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Soul Stirrers move with a repetitive rhythm sing "feed me" 

repetitive rhythm orders them to sing "feed me" 

R. H . Harris sings lead he sings the essential word 

R.H . Harris taught Sam Cooke and Sam Cooke taught Johnny Taylor 

Johnny Taylor "Who's Making Love" 1968 

R. H. Harris: "they got a touch of me even if they don't know me" 

what they got a touch of touch of tongue love 

R. H. Harris taught them to study the essential word 

the word brings it to a picture it's the lord making love. 

Thomas Dorsey wrote the words wrote the words and the music 

Thomas Dorsey wrote the words wrote the essential word 

wrote "precious" not "blessed" the essential word is "precious" 

this was to be enshrined as a moment of epiphany 

moment when he wrote the better sounding word 

moment of epiphanie epiphania epiphano epiphaneia epiphanes 

moment of epiphany essential word shining picture 

Dorsey: "that thing like something hit me and went all over me" 

that thing must be that same thing went all over him . 
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Clara Ward's real nasal her nasality makes her a real moaner 

she moans the three in one three words in one word 

she moans so that one word becomes three 

one become three: "thru-uuu-uah" 

double-clutches just like Aretha: "thru-ah thru-uuu-uah the night" 

sounds just like Aretha because Aretha sounds just like her 

Aretha followed Clara Ward note for moaning note 

denuded Aretha followed denuded Clara 

and did Aretha follow her to the lord to the lord to the light . 

Thomas Dorsey was invited to Philadelphia by Gertrude Ward 

Mrs. Gertrude Mae Murphy Ward the mother of Clara 

in 1931 Mrs. Ward was told in a vision was told to go and to sing 

Dorsey was invited to teach the Wards how to sing 

how to say his words in a moanful way 

Dorsey liked the long moaning groaning tone 

Mrs. Ward was told in a vision a vision from the lord 

Dorsey taught Clara and Clara taught Aretha 

how to say his words in a moanful way all through the night. 
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Sounds like ''feed me" doesn't sound like the Soul Stirrers 

it's not the Soul Stirrers it 's the Kings of Harmony 

the Kings of Harmony with Carey Bradley on lead 

Carey Bradley was taught by Silas Steele the first hard lead 

Silas Steele sang lead for the Blue Jay Singers 

those singers recorded the first quartet version of a Dorsey song 

Silas Steele sang hard with a repetitive rhythm 

question is can we be healed by repetition 

over ''feed me" Carey Bradley sings hard: "take-ah my hand. " 

Blue Jay Singers the first quartet to record a Dorsey song 

in 1931 those singers recorded "If You See My Saviour " 

those singers: "if you see my saviour tell him that you saw me" 

in 1931 Georgia Tom recorded "Please Mr. Blues" 

Georgia Tom recorded in 1931 with Tampa Red 

Georgia Tom and Tampa Red recorded a low moani ng blues 

"Please Mr . Blues" is a deep low-down moaning blues 

those singers: "please be careful handle me like a child" 

if you saw their saviour you would see Mr. Blues. 
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Brother Joe May has a big voice has a big and a loud voice 

Brother Joe May the thunderbolt of the middle west 

the way he sang "pra-aaa-aaa-aaa-shuus" is like thunder 

he was taught to sing "pra-aaa-aaa-aaa-shuus" by Mother Smith 

he was taught to sing by Mother Willie Mae Ford Smith 

she was called Mother he called her Mother 

Mother Smith: "the lord just anoints me while I'm singing" 

when you're anointed something goes all over you 

must be that same thing went all over her went all over her son. 

Mrs. Willie Mae introduced "IfYou See My Saviour" in 1930 

this was before she was called Mother 

twenty years before Brother Joe May sang "pra-aaa-aaa-aaa-shuus" 

in 1930 in Chicago at the National Baptist Convention 

during the morning devotions at the convention 

she sang "you saw me" during the morning devotions 

in 1930 in Chicago Georgia Tom recorded "She Can Love So Good" 

in 1931 in Chicago Georgia Tom recorded "Please Mr . Blues" 

if you saw her you'd see Mr. Blues loving her so good . 
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Way past sixteen way past sweet sixteen and she's moaning 

she says "when I don't feel like singing I moan" 

it's Sister Rosetta Tharpe at The Hot Club de France in 1966 

Sister Rosetta dyed her hair red played a hollow-body jazz guitar 

Sister Rosetta has a resonating vibrato 

she moans "ho-00-00-00-meh" with a resonating vibrato 

she moans out "ho-00-00-00-meh" becomes resonant 

"when I don't feel like singing I moan" 

she becomes completely resonant she has nothing left to hide. 

Thomas Dorsey wrote the words wrote the words and the music 

Thomas Dorsey wrote the words and the music for "Precious Lord" 

the song is an answer song to another song 

answer to George Nelson Allen's "Must Jesus Bear the Cross Alone?" 

George Nelson Allen thought the answer was no 

a cross for everyone "there's a cross for everyone" 

Thomas Dorsey thought the answer was no 

"see you got to be susceptible for whatever comes in the ear" 

he got Sister Rosetta to be susceptible got everyone susceptible. 
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Nonna Cole 

"Error of Locating Events in Time"* 

infinite series refusing reduction 

"States where you dwell places of rumbling"t 
(Anne-Marie Albiach, Eta~ 

The acid or etched plate, the impression of which is a portrait of all that is 
left of the attempt, the impression ofevidence. Prosody's requisite number, 
quantity, a book on the pillow, impossible to remember, a boat on its side, 
impossible to forget, conventions of agreement crumbling, comfort gone, 
"comfort" remembered . Familiar words and old words reinvent the 
language. In every case the question arises whether to leave them fragments, 
or, adding and splicing, conform to discursive convention's declaratives; 
assertions complete in their own sense of themselves, authority of capitu
lation, the address: X, for moving outward, which might appear to be at the 
same time. Function defies definition, there is no center. 

The common behavior of mankind is the system of 
reference by means of which we interpret an unknown 
language. (Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investiga
tions) 

What would the departure from the assumptions of "the common 
behavior of mankind" be? And what bearing would that departure have on 
reference and on other factors relevant to the production of language? In 
the wake of experiencing the great travesty, (reading backwards) perversion 
of the myth of progress, came the desire to relocate in an outside were there 
one. But every exile is implicated in the something that Emmanuel Levinas 
mightterm "the there is," Edmond J abes "the desert ." And so the initiation 
to difference, the impulse to mark it, to /,anguage differently, to inscribe 
otherness and align the address from there, la-bas. 

*"Error of Locating Events in Time " is the title of a poem by Claude Royet-Journoud. It 
appeared in Politiques tk J 'oubli, and the first sections were included in the volume of 
tributes , Pour Edmond Jabes. 

tUnless otherwise indicated, the translations are my own. 
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This vertical habits our 'nape .' in fact we are walking let 
us believe it horizontally . absent from time. silent from 
motion. (Albiach, letter to Jean Daive) 

human quotation marks as from the trenches 

If the common project were departure: at what distance do reason and 
imagination elide? We understand the proposition of book as place. Its 
time has no eventuality. In the tradition of questioning, in a writing which 
is continually unwriting itself, is the underwriting asking? 

... the discourse never begins, only repeats itself over and 
over. But the poet . . .. (Maurice Blanchot , "Mallarme 
and Literary Space") 

The connection between name and thing, relentlessly elusive, exists by 
tenuous agreement. Between name and name. What is it when "common 
behavior as a system of reference" is desoeuvre, undone, unworked, out-of
work? The ex-war-correspondent remarks , "They tell us about the smart 
bombs , but they 're not saying anything about the dumb bombs.' ' "What 
if they hadn't told us anything? What if there had been only silence?" she 
asked. This is one extreme, resistance proving new community. 

Maurice Blanchot 's text, "The Refusal," was published in the second issue 
of a magazine called 14 juillet, in October, 1958. His uncharacteristic 
explanatory footnote in L 'amitie, where it was republished in 1971, 
explains that the text "was written a few days after General de Gaulle was 
returned to power, this time not by the resistance but by the mercenaries ." 
"The Refusal" begins: 

At a certain moment, in the face of public events, we 
know that we must refuse. The refusal is absolute , cat
egorical. No discussion, nor hearings of reasons. It is in 
what is silent and solitary even while affirming itself as it 
must in the light of day. The men who refuse and who are 
bound by the force of refusal know that they are not yet 
together . The time of common affirmation has been 
taken away. What they have left is irreducible refusal, the 
friendship of this certain No , unshakable , rigorous , that 
binds them in solidarity. 
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And then, near the end of this short piece: 

When we refuse, we refuse by an action without malice, 
without elation, anonymously, as much as possible, for 
the power of refusal is not effected beginning with 
ourselves, nor in our single name, but starting from a very 
impoverished beginning that belongs at first to those who 
cannot speak. 

The refusal to take the "desire for collectivity and fix it to a process of 
consumption " Oerry Estrin, "Cold Heaven "). 

Convention affirms relations of power and of authority . The form of The 
Book of Questions, in its irritation, is a dispersal of authority and of the 
conventions of written power. Its form of questions , endless and 
beginningless , can be read as interview, formally linking Talmudic inves
tigation with a contemporary device, the device often a structured refusal 
of conclusion. A-totalizing. The form is not ironic, does not depend upon 
the collusion underwriting irony.Nor is it history . History , in its teleology, 
has a responsibility all its own. Its stated objective is "to find out the truth ." 
This is something to keep in mind . 

Eros and truth. 

"You could not understand what you were seeing," wrote Peace Corps 
administrator Norman Rush describing his experience of approaching 
piles of elephant dung in the middle of a road in Botswana. The reason you 
could not understand what you were seeing was that species ofbutterfly had 
colonized the piles of dung , one kind to a pile; so that each was character
ized by a different color, fluttered and appeared to pulsate. Image is 
comfort: possibly it will recognize and locate us. We document our 
different truths . 

"To find out the truth " was the given objective of The Report of the 
Parliamentary Delegation presented by the Prime Minister , First Lord of 
the Treasury and Min ister of Defence, to the British Parliament , by 
command of His Majesty , April, 1945. The document to be sold publ icly 
for twopence net . From Buchenwald Camp: The Report of a Parliamentary 
Delegation (henceforth referred to as "the report"): 
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On 19th April, 1945, in the course of a statement in the 
House of Commons on the German concentration camps, 
the Prime Minister said:-
"I have this morning received an informal message from 
General Eisenhower saying that the new discoveries, 
particularly at Weimar, far surpass anything previously 
exposed. He invites me to send a body of Members of 
Parliament at once to his headquarters in order that they 
may themselves have ocular and first-hand proof of these 
atrocities. The matter is of urgency . .. .The object of this 
visit is to find out the truth .... 

From the House of Lords: Earl Stanhope and Lord 
Addison; and from the House of Commons [ where no 
Jew was permitted to sit before the mid-nineteenth 
century]: Colonel Wickham, Sir Archibald Southby, 
Mrs. Tate, Mr. Ness Edwards, Mr . Silverman, Mr. 
Graham White, Sir Henry Morris-Jones, Mr. Driberg. 

From the report: 

We left London by air on the afternoon of Friday, April 
20th. We should like to pay tribute to the efficiency and 
care with which the arrangements for our flights were 
handled by the officers of the Transport Command and 
by the crews of the Dakotas in which we flew, etc .. . . On 
arrival in France (where we spent the Friday night), we 
were greeted and hospitably entertained by General 
Eisenhower and his staff. We proceeded by air to Weimar 
on the following morning, arriving at Buchenwald Camp 
at about 11 a.m. on Saturday, April 21st. 

The report continues : 

Buchenwald Camp is set in hilly, well-wooded country 
about 15 minutes' drive from Weimar. It dates from 
1934. I tis badly laid out, on sloping, uneven ground . The 
walls and paths are ill-kept; at the time of our visit they 
were covered with dust, which blew about in the wind, 
and in wet weather the camp must be deep in mud .... 
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Over the main gate of the camp is the inscription "Recht oder U nrecht
Mein Vaterland" (my country, right or wrong). 

Identity puts us in a state. 

Over the entrance to one of the Jewish cemeteries in Toronto, Canada , is 
the inscription "House of the Living." Placing a pebble on the gravestone, 
a small stone atop a large one , is a gesture of standing-in-for , relationship , 
a substitution for the absence of being together, its comfort . A marker of 
the not -being-together , marking the cut. A word placed next to another 
word is this deliberate. We read what we "see," write what we "want " in the 
face of inexplicable information , irreparable loss, trauma: autisms enacted 
in writing as written gesture. Truth is the document 's convention. What 
is silence, unfolding in time, or what is silence but time unfolding? 

"This is not a book for you" (title of a text by Edmond Jabes published in 
an issue of Action poetique dedicated to the work of Claude Royet
Journoud). Jabes writes: "Bathed in silence, worked by this silence which 
is not exactly silence but last silent words , always last because heard after 
the others . ... "Silence heard after . Silence as substance , heard. What is 
absence but absence as substance, the condition of existence, or call it faith 
.... There are unnamable crossroads here, one for a point of meeting of 
oral and written language, and at least one for the point of departure from 
measured time. 

From The Book of Questions: "And Y ukel said: In a village in central Europe, 
the Nazis - one night they buried some of our brethren alive."(Scrupu
lously, the translator provides a variant, "one night they buried alive some 
of our brethren.") It's crumbling, hard to hold on to, resisting its location 
in time, in place. "I am searching for a kind of platitude" (Royet-Journoud, 
"A Craft of Ignorance ," tr . J . Simas). "If one pushes the literal to its 
extreme, as Wittgenstein has done, one falls into terror." 

The report is littered with objectives (reliability, intelligence , truth , etc.). 

One 14-year-old boy, Abraham Kirchenblat, originally 
of Radom, Poland , impressed members of our parry as 
an intelligent and reliable witness; he stated that he had 
seen his 18-year-old brother shot dead and his parents 
taken away, he believed for cremation . He never saw 
them again. 
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In the report there are hyphens between the number and year, and between 
year and old, for it is numbingly faithful: "In the crematorium was a row 
of capacious arched ovens, each still containing calcined ribs, skulls and 
spinal columns ." 

the Object. in parentheses 
it executes 
attraction to the earth The ground dissolves, it 
resolves the equation of the disparity A step into . . .. 

(Albiach, Mezza Voce) 

Insistence on the history inscribed into the individual words elicits equally 
insistence upon their naked contextless ahistorical presence, sense or 
function - unaccented-what is function without syntax, without telos, 
answer, foregrounding of the temporal/atemporal axis: work that can't be 
reduced to an advertising slogan or to a single characteristic gesture: the 
thing or object irreducibility. 

Do I have to prove to you what was shattered, dispersed like light? 

"Frequently the rabbis allowed themselves to indulge in farfetched inter
pretations and narrations which were clearly intended to delight the fancy 
as well as to instruct" (Midrash). Celebration of the multiplicity of mean
ing, its indivisibility . Relativity is built in, the questions themselves are the 
response. Unity is unassuming, the interconnections (semes, morphs, 
combinant and recombinant) are signs and structurers of continuity, con, 
with, telling along the way how to be "read in with," or "into" the rest of 
the text which is its context. 

In regard to larger blocks of narrative material, the 
characteristic biblical method for incorporating multiple 
perspectives appears to have been not a fusion of views in 
a single utterance but a montage of viewpoints arranged 
in sequence .... [revolution in biblical Israel] left little 
margin for neat and confident views about God, the 
created world, history and man as a political animal or 
moral agent . . .. (Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical 
Narrative) 
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Clear as day, the lapses are written in different ways, the form coincides 
completely with the address from the margins. Locating events in time 
localizes, contains and delimits. Do we crave a past? This address that 
involves and implicates the reader in the writing field and into its 
borderlands is a kind of affirmation "resistant to the specious authority of 
form" (Michael Palmer introducingEdmondJabes, San Francisco, 1983). 
To see it through has not the same objective as getting through it. 

in the dynamic of the dark, or in the darkening 
of this memory, in the present illusory optic, dwells only 
this 'blackness', frame that does not leave off deepening 
from and open cube whereby the engulfing or the gifting 
of the abyss reiterates from four (mortal meanwhile-) 
breathes us. The eye takes on the size of the body, no 
longer assessing it by number or measure in fiction, but 
the body vision sees the numbers come undone from it, 
in memory of the letter. 

isolated letter even though existing only in rela
tion to meager trace of seeing that it matters in its very 
elaboration. -Such this image of thought, darkened and 
light, it concerns the point of reference: place, placement, 
and the time of the disintegration of light at the center 
(still illusory) varies with our positions. our reversals of 
situation in space also hardly linear: 

(Albiach, "LOI(E)," Anawratha) 

What gravity-G spot-attracts language to place? Writing the distance, 
the absence, the measure, the gap or chasm, the drought or draught; 
writing backwards defies the impulse to define, to move towards an ending 
which is always the end, which, in conclusion, would be a relief 

the angle of incidence 
instructs as though inadvertently 

(Michel Couturier, "Ablative Absolute," 
Siecle a mains, 1968) 

The agent is language itself, its indomitability an uncertainty principle 
enacting itself, an undoing of form or an undone form, thus another 
definition of what form might be. What it foregrounds is the instant of 
crystallization into language, liquid crystal, continuous and sudden in 
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appearance in the supersaturated void . The untenable tension between 
rhythm and the infinite, the infinite present within each word, in every 
letter, threatens the proposition of center, of certainty, of comfort. What 
is between repetition and difference? 

She was alive as long as she continued speaking. 

Possibility of comfort remembered . The interruption of that. The restating 
of that. lsn' t language, after all, the antidote to solitary confinement? In this 
telling which is end.less asking, we are ever more aware or constantly aware 
of the finitude oflanguage. To ask questions is simply to assume a form of 
address which implies all forms of address in the spiral "of being numer-,, 
ous. 

System of outside from which no one knew what to expect. Its tenderness 
as matrix, its impulse towards life, eros as presence, writing as the impulse 
to "see it through" in a form that says throughout "I am not master of this 
thing. I am a participant." Relocating in prosodic time ." . .. the pure power 
of transfiguration .. . "(Blanchot, "The Myth ofMallarme"). 

Reading : replaying the departure of being 
(Pascal Quignard, "The Reader") 

practical work: for we must know (Albiach, Etat) 

Relocation in prosodic time places the poet. Where she must remain. 

Freedom is in the misreading. Reading is between the 
vocables. Freedom is in the reconstitution of memory; 
since at every step it translates us. Qabes, The Book of 
Questions) 

Content is often extracted from Jabes' writing in the name of argument or 
comfort in order to indicate or "prove" his theological/atheological, 
mystical/non-mystical, Jewish/planetary/cosmic, and so on, position, in 
the name of the myth or fiction of "summary" conventional perseveration . 
" ... theuniryofthetowerofBabel. .. "writesJabes. "Andyetmylanguage 
is that which I acquired and perfected here ." Near the end of the Aeneid the 
conquered people ofLatium, giving in to their pre-ordained fate, surrender 
to the Trojans who have come to found Rome. The request of the 
conquered people is that they keep their language, their name. There is an 
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underlying assumption of decency, of possibility. Community in the 
shared language, in name, its specificity. And when this coherence turns in 
on itself in order to question itself, there is the possibility of the cut, the 
caesura separating a past and a future, community from community. 
Assumptions are undone, connections unworked. "The land where I live 
is not the one to which my ancestors gave language" Oabes). 

There is the impulse to make a grand inventory, to apply "the superego of 
continuity" (Barthes), thereby always having available the information that 
determines which things are a part of the desirable machine and which are 
irrelevant. Useful or irrelevant. Then there is an impulse to declare the 
impossibility of such an inventory. The very letters separate totality from 
infinity. 

White decimal / at the edge of space / 

I have wandered / between refusal and insistence / 
looking on the ground / snowing / name undoes 
form / the thaw the avalanche / remaking the absence 

0 ean Daive, Decimal b/,anche) 

Looking.from a little distance undoes image. 

the feeling of a word: how it 
makes words shiver 

(Andre du Bouchet, Notes on Transl.ation) 

There are two letters. 
One: the signifying letter immortal thus already dead .. .. 
Two: the desired letter, scattered .... 

(Claude Richard, "The Postage Stamp") 

Finding the word on the page begins procedure through the language of 
thinking to the borders of the unthinkable, the unthought. Form takes this 
questioning as assertion of opening, continuing. The continuing vigilance 
of the work, or working vigilance, is what Emmanuel Levinas equates with 
"Jewishness" in Jabes' writing. "Do you know that the end point of the 
book is an eye, that it has no eyelid?" (Levinas quotingJabes). When asked 
where he would "place" Edmond Jabes in "writing today," Levinas 
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responded with a question, asking whether a writer has a place. "Isn't he the 
one who 'loses his place'?" Levinas attributes J abes' writing with "syntactic 
decency": as words pour forth, fission occurs as sense begins to decompose 
into unprotected space, an "intranuclear field without images, without 
mirages, without wonder ... " (Levinas). 

to write up against the wall ... 

Does the question of language constitute the blind task 
of my whole undertaking? 

(Royet-Journoud to Roger Laporte, Letter from Symz) 

The error oflocating events in time becomes easily the terror oflocating 
events in time, which then becomes the terror of not locating events in 
time, as well as its shadow, the error of not locating events in time. 
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RayRagosta 

Reflection in the Strange Waters 
that Run Beneath the Old Bridge 

Hard estrangement flakes off surface, 
discontent "kicking up dust" 
and blown across continents 

. . . moves toward us. 

Cold creeps through (as sole touches stone), 
despite a tempering effect oflight. 

The "winding path, 
not level, but not steep" 

enters space through 
its former recension, 

structure altered further 

and heavily annotated 

with scenes of stray angels 
carved in relief 
along arches, 

drifting descriptions I'd mull over, 

neither at the beginning 
nor to the point of it all. 

Just impeded stance caught 
in unmeasured heat 

of split intention. 
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* 

Partaking substances 
in the glow turn gray, 

assumed negation 
desiccated. 

Her appearance at the bridge 
re-assesses pulse, 

as foundered occurrence 
collides with stray proposal, 

arrival at 

proportioned speed. 

Space gone to 
brilliant tandem arrangement. 
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* 

Function halts in the solemn mode
black patch slung across, 
like answer in the vulgar tongue . 

"And so write these things, 
that they shall seem 
rather to be spoken 
by a third person. 

"As 'Excrements of an aged mind."' (Perhaps.) 

Medium found 

to float parallel, 
somewhere beyond the object 
of attraction we've assembled, 

who operates "in them through others ." 

Further "screen for so much love on my part." 

Decades are reduced now, 
to an irksome trace, 

pearl built up from 

history of such commotion. 
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* 

What is this dual substance driving at? 
But fierce polarity of temperament 
in habitable zones 

and their extremities 

(" ... the wound it gives 

cannot be healed by herbs .. . " ) . 

Impatience of "indeterminate character ." 

At distant corners 
more than wires are being crossed, 

as the whole sanctuary 

verges on explosion. 

Peripheral conjecture 

plummets down the slope, 
triggering avalanche. 

Debris turns in on itself, 
without coming to conclusion: 

more false leads 
to contaminate phenomenology, 

another bad turn in the narrative 
of fits and starts, 

failing to flush out daily accretion. 

Everything turns "fluid cold"; 
barely moving tongues grow 
distanced from thought. 
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* 

Submerged extension 
of Tunisia, 
at night, descends; 

puts the brakes on speech 
in flames, behind screens 

-removal to a zero point, 

where the curtained portrait 
holds its trident clues 
(inverted) as signposts . 

The unforeseen stare 
(a cooked stronghold) 

slips down all suspicion. 
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* 

Some horrible genetic equipment 
generates a string of command 
triggering "sore change . . . in aspect," 

like bitter prospect bronzed 
and concealed in the park 
(despite traffic and dancing). 

"Corruption produced by 
individual contribution." 

Or total eclipse of orientation 
in the flood of "continual agitation," 
groomed for a "puzzled brow"; 

wits tending toward cancellation . 

Lately I've found myself 
"vexed and impeded" 

from this "greedy appetite 
for things new and unknown." 

Feeling it twist in the wind, 
paper-thin, drying 

-lost moment stuck in branches, 
without song. 
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* 

Concordance in blue, 
note bends to its quiver , 

emotional center, 
circumscribed , 

left on edge. 

Her repute grows 
like the hue of grass 

(a seasonal occurrence) 

and supplants expression. 

Cipher drifts back 

into the opening to speak. 

Her visage carries low. 

Sweet effluence flows 
beneath the burden , 

"revolving to its own note. " 
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* 

On the scale of unexpected ruin , 

we grow blind to it, 

the invitation is misread 
for its allure, 

vehicle vanished 
into the core. 

Hard saying, overgrown, crumbles . 

Her effect, by slow increments, 

moves inward . 
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* 

Yet I cannot come to assign 

the deed of serenity 
to one adored as congruous 

and asleep in greater diversion. 

Not so with the remaining lineage 

(beneath hot tears streaming). 

With a slight move of the plectrum, 
we elucidate fitfully 
a prevailing scorn 

moving in across dark waters. 

(A figure huddles in the corner 

clinging to the cask 
dampness up to his knees.) 

Lesson gained from inward veneration 
tuned by derangement-without remorse. 
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Will Alexander 

from: The Stratospheric Canticles 

... life comes forth 
arriving as a skull 
scavenging memoirs through a destiny of ciphers 
igniting neon lilies 
like a "Nilotic" Nubian playing a priori dice with Parmenides 

playing dice 
within a hall of ghostly mountain spirals 
gambling with holocaust ranges 
like an inclement sun 
bursting from a gulf of spiders 
& the Grecian diablos keeping the score 
with diabolical inks & puddings 

a victory for rational grief 
unlike Carthaginian "popular assembly" 

Greece 
the first true fish of evil 
the first blackened gaze of territorial infants 

for Greece 
the half of each distance continuously split 
as if attempting to land within the confines of Phobos 
within its harsh in-fractional risings 
always subject 
to optimum debility 
to microscopic infinitesimals 
never arnvmg 
within the scope of articulate dominion 
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so that the interstice 
the map of freshly spilled nacres 
becomes a zone invaded 
by demonically inverted anathema waters 

a "quarantine" of sparks 
a decimation of fractocumulus frescos 

to evolve circles 
to flower the arrival of ectoplasmic borealis 
one must paint like a terrifying angel 
producing from one's eyes 
an alien xenogenesis 
from a cluster of dead salmon 
this concluded 
with a mark of ash 
with curved rapier spillage 
which turn the teeth into blistered rancidity 
smgmg 
in dismantled larghettos 
in riddled rococo meandering 

language in extraneous xenia 
in hands of newt 
bewitched by intuitive aural lobotomies 
~earing across the harmoniums of ether 
across adjacent transient rhyming anomalies 
so in the seeds of fabulous stars 
one is capable of magical xerophilous 
much in keeping 
with a "vascular bundle" of rays 
capable again 
of a high intangible fluorescent velocity 
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weighing in one's mind 
the subjective cracks 
the crystalline volcanos 
the crucial percolation of ophthalmic insight 

conjunctiva 
enabling the absorption of great distance in bodies 
enabling kelvin 
by lamb's graft 
by exploded hexahedron 
by painted dorsal fibrillation 
by chants 
by cravings 
by wood rats 

one moves the brush 
one arights with the thumb 
a disfigured forest on fire 
then arkose arises 
blanking Euro-colonial polonium blazes 

then one announces 
the Ceylonese motion of miraculous dragon's blood 
its fortuitous & magical hailstone geometry 
giving one the voice 
the heliotropic blinking sensations 
the phosphenes 
the burning triangular sundogs in carbon 
the hexangular hafniums arisen in infinity 

one then concludes 
alchemical brimstone by ballerina 
by nuance 
by telepathic parallel intensity 
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this 
the great atmosphere of menace 
the prime tropopause of cruelty 

so that each canvass one imagines 
is suspended in shattered droplets 
in simultaneous space 
its colour blazing in refraction by spasm 
like an isthmus 
or a beacon 
or a signal in heightened eclipse moray 
burning with a force of deleterious nobility 
cracking a cathedral of stars with its flame 

its imaginal sea 
dashing against a rock of glints 
against a shore of explosive skua' s in flight 

one must throw off 
an iconography which imprisons 
by ideology 
by mental canopy which burdens 
which dilutes the storms across psychic sunflower seas 

& all manner of didactic & heart rate 
subsumed in waves of aurora & cobalt 
invaded by oars 
by boats who breed sea whales 

one thinks of haecceity 
of thirst 
of surreptitious monologue with darkness 
its illumined depravation 
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alive with engenderment 
with circumstantial pauses 
with runic hissing anthems 
with blackened germinal calligraphies 
combined with ores & broken solar dust 
so as to reach 
the pinnacle 
the talismanic ringing mysteriums 
the larval ingress of rapacious sweltering dictation 
snarling in emerald 
in jagged cusp annealings 
in blunted micrometer explosions 

like a jasmine volcano 
like a flashing unsealable methane 
shaking 
with non-equational proto-spiders 
with the first shock of genesis to the womb 
with the first unstable pituitary marrows 
playing across forms 
from the Pre-Cambrian to the Jurassic 

expanding in the lightning cells of the spine 
as if in herbiferous masquerades 
there were forms suddenly formed from eclectic pavonian stillness 
as if in the bottoms of a herring cave 
there were likenesses spontaneously summoned from brief genetic 
explosion 
like exponential biological cascades 
revealing blind human auras in transition 
killing & feeding 
looking for hooks 
for molecules 
for indefinite mammals' exudation 
so as to fly 
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with a single sorcerous wing 
to an agitated fount 
congruent to the Sufic praxis of collection & dispersion 
collected on the plane of eternity & light 
dispersed across the plane of appearance & suggestion 

a great dialysis transfer 
nomadic 
like a beguiling weed sumptuous with stamina 
growing from portions of angelic genetics 
with palpable impalpable nerve roots 
heating its furnace of strangeness 
to a pitch 
no longer linked to an armoury of numbers 
to a tortuous invidious stasis 

perhaps Pollock 
with his sensitive burning degenerations 
with his clairvoyant passionary threads 
brought to a fever 
a single conducted voltage 
so that ectoplasmic dreaming was formed 
in the white light of space 

so in this era of post-eternity 
there is the metabolic minus 
the functional dysphonia 
the moment by moment sheltering germs 
straying 
like staggered infected bullocks 
forgetting their own electrical glimpse of erasure & demarcation 

perhaps Pollock 
with his fusion & separation of forms 
could light the primeval pallors 
could give back to Europe its absent alchemical nigredo 
its lost primeval power of deciphering by sign 
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but no 
Europe peers through corrupt visitation of entrails 
cancelling from its personal dogmas 
the right of divine cathartic 
cancelling 
heavenly trans-mixtures 
cancelling 
the glistening force of Osirian bodily grain 
thereby 
depleting the psyche of its southern axial intent 

the testing of substance by wild chimerical angelics 
by filaments of burning colour & beauty 
of gleaming aerial ferocity 
of sun ingested eclipse gesture 
so that colours are inscribed 
on flowing germinal darkness 
on solar deluge mescal 
on grounds of convulsive interior umber 

therefore one paints 
within a black oasis of comets 
emitting spells 
of runic Indian parameters 
like a surge of soil & sky 
blended 
along an orange green horizon 
implanting yucca & sperm 

the boiling moon 
the injected rot of ants' saliva 
the rigid gas of diurnal Christian bondage 
the geo-thermal a-ritual common rulings 
the didactic nails on the cross of holy candent murmurs 
the unclean force of the monomial missionaries' hatchet 
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each Indian myth deliberately blinded 
scared with pointless Lutheran survivals 
then what ensues is ecological illness 
is a mountainous revival of retentive glass enclosure 

now 
prime necessity calls 
for auroral intensity 
for teeming sparks & ravines 
so that language rises above panic & displacement 
& takes in its teeth a fearless infinity of calm 
a motionless flight above the soured extremes 
excluding saw mills 
excluding greenish petroleum mixes 
excluding palatial office rigours 
yes killing 
the bloodless density of measured Descartestian bone 
exploded 
into transmuted feces 
part fish 
part bird 
part angel 

rituals 
which serve one's body with blankness 
with penetrant flotational dioramas 
with felicity by mime 

& so the invisible centrality of Asia 
"free swimming" like the "axial" base of the Sumatran Butterfly Fish 
expanded in a flaring circular garden 
alive 
in an errorless wave of transcendence 
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so one paints 
the successive modulations 
evolved through neutral electrical weight 
through seismic hypnotics by glance & eruption 

there is paint by disjunctive weaving 
by dust from a scalding omphalos 
by tempestuous instinct colouration 

roving throughout a "Mars Black" ocular line 
having the desperate solidity of eggs 
capable of breakage 
of shattered pinatas & spillage 

then the image of Van Gogh 
within his stunning cornucopia at Arles 
painting Richters in a blazing doll gauntlet 
unlike Borinage 
where his models bled through furious atmospheres of coal 
through dark drizzles of dust 
in Arles 
there was brightness 
there was ritual candescence 
there was the fleeting impastos of terror 
of Asiatic porcelain & the internal victoty interior Mongol stags 

from this there comes to view 
melted malachite encircling a flying Dogon's carriage 
the transmuting of lizards 
into "violet hills" 
into "clumps of brambles" 
with touches of "yellow" as balance 
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as for black & white 
there are the "twenty seven blacks" of "Frans Hals " 
& white 
"the highest combination of the lightest red ... " 

there is the esoteric status of albescence 
or the fact 
"of neutral colored paper-
which became greenish against a red background " 
then "reddish" against a "green" 
then "bluish " against an "orange " 
then "yellowish" against a "violet" 

then the mutual influence of "kindred colors" 
of " carmine" / "vermilion " 
of "pink-violet" on its violet equivalent of blue 

colour transmutes the abyss 
takes up its blackened quinine compression 
releasing its powers by alchemical expansion 
by the continuing diorama of grace 

& by grace one means 
a conjured volcano of green suns 
a burst of black & yellow rapids 
a phantom crocodile prairie 
a philosoph ical steed striding orange & blue summits 

or a painter awakened in a garret of scarabs 
its windows tilted by powerful eclipse foundations 
shifted in the air of opalescent ravines 
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there then arises 
an image of heated iguanas 
slashing free from a sanguineous mental enclosure 
humming a stony jackals' lyric 
matching irregular splinters of powder 
with Buddhist technique & "Sunyata" 

the pigment then blazes 
as if the breath were searching for an atmospheric saffron 
for a Sybaritic hive 

& the eyes 
always capable of auras 
of seeing by implication & foment 
like an irrational flicker of mesons 
around a random star or a planet 

there then exists insurgence 
with its power of fortuitous blinking 
with its power of painted rain enigmas 

so from the soul of the empty photon shafts 
there well up hawks 
the awakened Egyptian empirical Ka' s 
spiralling in mysterious cosmological lustrums 
like the first thermal Nubians 
who seismically centered the sun 
who squared the gravity around ghostly proto-planets 
who imprinted direction with the fierce harmonias of dawn 

so to paint 
is to burn in one's earlobes 
is to revolve within positional telepathy 
so as to soak in the wonder of an atmospheric dread 
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it is to extract one's callipers 
from the aboriginal opposition of rice graves 
so as to fuse 
one's scattered conducting points 
& wake up the metals 
in the wild fruition of a savage medial litmus 
a thirst 
a winding intuitive blood salt 
a conduct soaked in flaming neural pragmatics 

so that one paints with a stroke of atavic neuron tornados 
with a blow of magical phlogiston thickets 

so that 
an object is multi-lateral 
condensed 
altitudinous 
stratospheric 
open 
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Jean Cocteau 

The Angel Heurtebise 
-translation by Kristin Prevallet 

I 
The Angel Heurtebise, on the stairs 
Silken in his wings 
Singes me, refreshes my memory 
The fool, alone, inept 
With me in chalcedony 
That shatters, idiot, your 
Supernatural symmetry. 

II 
The angel Heurtebise, incredibly 
Brutal, sacked me. For grace, 
Don't spring so high 
Bestial boy, flower of great 
Stature. 
I'm in the sack. That's the way 
It is. I've had it; take note. 
Have you? 
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Ill 
The angel Heurtebise knocks me down 
And you, King Jesus, mercy 
Raise me, draw me to the angle 
Right of your pointy knees 
Pleasure without variety. Fast! Loosen 
The chord, I'm dying. 

IV 
The angel Heurtebise and the angel 
Cegeste killed in the war-such an extraordinary 
Name-playing the part 
Of scarecrows 
Whose gesture no scars 
Beneath the portals of the church 
The cherries of celestial trees 
More accustomed to the jester yes. 
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V 
Angel Heurtebise, my guardian angel 
I guard you , I hurt you 
I shatter you, I change you 
Be careful, the hour . 
On guard , Spring! I challenge you 
If you are a man. Admit 
My cerated angel, your beauty. 
Pose for a photograph by a 
Chemical explosion. 

VI 
Angel Heurtebise, in robes of water 
My loved angel, grace 
Has hurt me badly. I am bad 
To God, He impales me. 
In me the demon is an imp , animal 
Once melodious . Arrive 
Depart from agate 
Pale smoke, oh life that kills. 
Beneath your blades diamonds scratch 
The mirror of maladies. 
The walls 
The walls 
Have ears 
And the mirrors 
Are eyes of a lover. 
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VII 
Angel Heurtebise, abound, marrow 
Of elderberry airplanes and alabaster linen . 
It is time. We must descend 
Again with my help, head 
First , across the glass 
Without lowering your eyes, the void, the isle 
Where the hearth sings. Leave your sword , 
Come to me slowly, crazy star. 
I have only your body? Ah! 
If we had your hips 
Drapes of stone, wicked 
Beast of God . 

VIII 
The angel Heurtebise has come 
With the feet of an animal, blue as the sky. 
I am alone 
All naked without Eve, without mustaches 
Without a map . 
Solomon's bees 
Fly away, because I will not eat my honey 
Of bitter thyme, my Andes honey . 
Below, the sea this morning writes 
The verb to love one hundred times. 
On the grass, cotton angels 
The indecent, the filthy ones, 
Milk the udders 
Of huge geographical cows. 
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IX 
Angel Heurtebise , I triumph: 
The color, the number 13, 
Stroke your white silk 
Against the nap 
Inflate your wings 
In a brand new way. 
Never drown me in lessons; I learn 
On my own 
The affluence 
Of the bird , the name 
Of every branch on every tree, the bush 
Of the month of May. 
Bird man , you lost your maize, tamed 
Too many statues. 
Birds are our friends ... · 
Marble is very influential. 

X 
Angel Heurtebise, recite the Hail Mary. 
One foot upon the imp , the other on 
The aisle, it's the juggler with 
Plume and cannon ball. 
I have had faults, I admit them: ruin the runes 
We are on plumes. Angel Heurtebise, the earth 
Half-sun, half-shadow is like 
A panther in the jungle. No? 
Okay, but I am sure of it and I ordain 
You to shut-up. You have blood 
In your beak, my young friend. 
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XI 
The Angel Heurtebise, Anjou Street 
Sunday, truth or dare 
On the roof, hopscotch . 
Skipping, fluttering like magpies 
Or blackbirds, games with fire 
Attention, you say to me. 
Heurtebise, my darling 
You invalid, they' re watching 
Us from the right. 
Hide your pearls, your scissors 
They must not kill you 
Or killing you every month 
They will kill me and not you. 
Angel or liar? Neither . Play
Fire! 
He falls, shot by the soldiers of God. 

XII 
The death of the angel Heurtebise 
Might be the death of an angel, the dead 
Heurtebise might be the death of an angle 
A dead angel Heurtebise 
Mystery of change, a race 
That lacks the game, a crime 
That the vine entwines , the stock 
Of the moon , a song from the dying swan. 
An other angel replaces him but I 
Didn't know his name yesterday or 
An hour ago: Cegeste. 
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XIII 
Heurtebise, oh my swan, show me 
Your hiding place. The leaf from a vine 
Is placed upon your soul. 
Brazened, I'll buy it 
In the name of the Louvre, whether America 
Wants it or not . 

XIV 
Heurtebise wander 
No longer from my soul, I accept. 
Do what is needed, beauty . 
What is ugly is the happiness we want 
What is beautiful is the unhappiness we have. 
Hair of angel Heurtebise, heavy 
Manly scepter, danger of water 
Of milk, the good and bad on guard 
Regard this elegant animal 
On the moving map: my tomb 
On the island of severed fingers. 
Unhappiness wears size seven gloves. 
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xv 
Angel Heurtebise, butterflies flutter 
Softly in your hands in spite of their nakedness. 
The valves and the auricles of the heart 
Flower of aorta, anthracite 
Hurricane from the cardinal points. 
Riggings of the night 
The moon listens at the doors. 
The rose does not have an age. 
She has her beaks, her gloves, 
And the newspapers cite her 
With the acrobats 
Who in night and in day 
Exchange without love. 

XVI 
VERBAL-PROCESS 

In the night of ... Quay .. . The angels: 
Heurtebise, Elzevir, Sunday, Cegeste 
After having . .. had ... the feminine sex .. . 
It appeared . . . in spite of the hour . . . 
They diverged .. . diffuse light ... soul . .. 
Through the motions of . . . a wing ... in the iron 
Sleeve .. . on the mouth .. . the atrocity 
Of a gesture. 

Led to the stake, they refuse 
To explain themselves, listen well. 
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Peter Gizzi 

Another Day on the Pilgrimage 

There is an I in space, I am, space 

where a sparrow falls. Who can tell it? 

Mix the scales and find a seam, 

insert yourself waist high. 

When good-bye is the operative word 

forgiveness is either easy or impossible. 

Looking into your eyes I see more 

than I came to address. Alien telepathy. 

The morning the car lit out. That first memory 

each time I die. Then is the world shut down 

for a while. Hoping to meet again 

some other day, hoping for the refrain 

to conduct us all into a neighborhood 

not furtive, but rich with color 

and the telling of lost cities they leave never. 

Place, this generating question 

only answered when the orange drops, 

that is twilight, becomes a kiss. 

What are those sounds in the dark? 

Can they tell of our lives, can they 

begin to unfold the pain in the eye, 

the slow girth of the long night. 

There are crowds gathered with faces 

pressed up against the sill, so many 

faces at the sill. I wish I could tell them 
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what we are and where we are going. 

Instead the blue interval and the open plain, 

this green wedge and the brown hill. 

Tell me, can I say who or can I 

say now? And will words awaken 

the desire to know, to push open the nerve. 

The green book on the blue bed has answers. 

It tells of our need for description, the apex 

where nerve net and hair stem meet 

and expose wind or express time between 

the sheets. I have a paper cut on my finger 

it smarts when I push off to feed. Turn 

the page to diagram 4, a box and an outline 

of a cape, together they articulate-grain, 

thorn and shoes-they equal a figure. 

Tiresias on an open road reading signs. 

The dead are useful he said 

to tell us where we are. This is a hard hat area. 

The image of the spectator trapped 

in a mirror , the relationship of spectator, object 

and the space within love's bent axis. 

Will you quit that banging? 

Like a sullen barber the blade of the season 

mows down the last buds and you find yourself 

without pajamas. Th e balloon ascends 

throughout the years and the view 

only gets less colorful and distant . 0 where 

are my tin toys and first books and the sun 

is no longer new? The pages of the book are smooth 

and yet you can climb the face of narrative 
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carefully and with great ardor . The one flower 

on the cliff face will be yours if you persist. 

The wind continues to interpret the story 

as the old latch is gone from the back door

whoosh and bang all evening 

makes one's nerves sharpen to the point 

of a syringe. I like how autobiography is geologic 

or geographical. All my people have larger bodies. 

Will you compare me to a pyramid or a clover 

in the trash? When I am inscribed to tell 

of the beauty of innuendo 

I am like unto a feather-giddy and quick. 

When the skiff returns from its solo 

each night the organism is renewed. 

Nameless moments our destiny. 

So many leaves to unfurl. Later to be 

reinscribed in a second tongue 

we call grammar, we call and call forever 

to the next page. The speech in boxes. 

Little caskets of ventriloquism tell 

our plight, explain our confusion 

and generally identify our loneliness here 

on the surface. What it was would be 

like this. How small and how nothing. 

Cathedral light only in memory. 

Immemorial space smiles, blurs 

the template before the impression 

is made. The artifact in time fades 

and we are left with a blank slate. 

We are left, it is that simple. 
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The robes lie in a rebus on the shore 

where the beloved sang, 

thwarted into nothing. Thwarted . 

No embellishment please, the day 

is sufficient. Who could tell, as all 

the listeners' ears are stoppered with their 

own invention. A carbuncle ascends 

like a gray morning is a body? 

The opium eaters have erased their eyelids. 

An absorbed earth is altered, fallow 

and gusts of stinging filth pierce us 

as we move from moment to task. 

Later the voice stripped laughter's heft 

and became a mottled chronology. 

You haven't moved an inch. Know it. 

Twirl. Until drawing all rumor 

into your coterie you exhaust the actual 

breeze which is our inheritance, not 

the small fires you, squatting , tend. 

Right activity is the only promise 

twinned with the natural processes of earth. 

That's where you can find me, 

carrying my bundle for the pyre? 

0 road. Sing the changes your geometry gives. 

Recondite lines projecting 

into revisionist fields at dawn. 

A wobbling moon imitates a mouth 

in mourning. These gestures caught in blue light 

become a context become carved upon 
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all features enacted in sleep. 

A tiny voice has begun to sing the background 

of everything the foreground blurs. 

Ecstatic in its trill and because we seek 

less and settle for more its swell 

will burst us in our distracted way, 

our mortgaged fear, adumbrated in kind. 
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Immanence 

The object is the space 
where the lines are not . 

There was this day came. 
To be among cubic blue 

and yellow sphere, 
so happy there was 

this day. Living in a room . 
Living in the trees 

inspecting the numerals 
4 and 3. 

The object is the space 
where the lines are not. 

There was this egg 
there-symbol of life. 

And varied slightly 
from its original state 

a painting moved 
inverted on a wall 

then a lion spoke 
and the museum rocked. 

The object is the space 
where the lines are not . 

Return to figure then 
to phantom then 
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a strawman in a house. 
Writing into a field 

when letters were rocks 
where letters divide 

and rocks become 
a mouth. 

The object is the space 
where the lines are not. 

All trees house birds. 
All suns a hat, and light 

falls, a complex of feather 
and thimble, casket and .thread. 

Say the word Father 
and the trees stand on end. 

This is how sky is apprehended 
how all small become quiet 

and speak for a child 
carrying the man 

working the long pencil 
until groove become grove. 

The object is the space 
where the lines are not. 

Between laughter and a girl, a boy. 
A boy a father and a tree 

a story of the beginning 
or the beginning of a story. 
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There are birds and one figure 
from the tower. 

From the plains the city is 
a loaf of bread 

is the character 7t. 

Who will answer the riddle 

at the gate and who shall throw 
the wrestler from the town walls. 

At the feet of the villagers 
small children crept in white tunics 

which were sheets. 
Too many teeth to be counted 

too many holes to be safe. 
When the monkeys returned 

from the forests and the grasses 
were higher than our knees 

fruit grew in abundance 
and the sun also hung as fruit. 
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Rosmarie Waldrop 

from: Letter Perfect Tense 

SNOW sometimes melts while the seven prismatic colors in succession 
produce the sensation of white. 

Father told stories of poisoned apples, while mother's shadow fell ever 
so lightly . Then the Phoenician sailors traded the alphabet for solitaire, 
and brain rhythms grouped in broad frequency bands. 

The dark edge of the woods receded into compulsion and custom. Still, 
muscles resist the encouragement of descent . No shelter from a 
brainstorm . 

But a seeming mishap may avert nakedness. Natural space lost to 
mirrors on the wall. Depends as much on the play oflight and shadow 
as on the marks of graver and chisel. Mother sat elsewhere in the body. 

The chemistry of the brain must be continuously adjusted to flower 
prints from the calendar. Not like a ship in a bottle, but awkward 
trompe-I' oeil. With seven dwarfs or lean years. Their violation can be 
made good through washing with water. Or oiling the shotgun. 

Words to be revered whether or not they can be understood. A 
compulsion as enigmatic as layers and layers of petticoats . First remote 
foreshadow of a brainstorm as well as pubescent wh ite lace negligees. 
The impulse not abolished by portraits of ancestors. Or sleeping 
between impossible and unacceptable. The smoke is sometimes 
screened. 

The language of the Etruscans has taken on the density of earth. 
Unsurveyed by geometers. Wherever two or three nerve cells are 
gathered together. Convulsive seizure of the day while lack of vowels 
drains out deep color . One after the other, mother refined the seven 
deadly sins. Wait until nothing is happening. Till the snow will not 
follow us south. 
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THE MIND, said my father . A door open, a gray carpet, a captured 
dampness. A cat. A field. The means of power and coercion without which 
no civilization . How to possess one-self He thought he had explained. 
What does ''I'm frightened" mean? 

A black cat. A field. All the colors of memory, however ripe. Power, 
discourse, and legs. Spread in a dance too normal to stop. Briefly. At pains. 
Not naturally fond of work. 

The sun still there, the moon already in the pines. All hands in the field. 
Women and prisoners. War internalized as everything. A father is a father, 
but the super-ego is mono-syllabic. Frustration, prohibition, privation . 
The nature of touch under wraps and, like the world, folded. Can it appear 
in another connection? 

If you tell me you're in love I understand a different order of window. 
Nothing avails against passion's ungainly, but luminous. Trapped in a 
sleepwalk. The cat both by the woodpile and in the past. 

Grammar aligned according to race. Too bitterly other and taught to 
respect. The strains of the orchestra. Surplus of privation. Polish. Yiddish. 
Prisoners in the field. Of wheat . The cat with its sleek black pelt, observing 
me. Tactile parts of body. In what context? In the field, harvesting. 

Let us therefore use a little nubile and strong. Bewildered, carnivore. And 
that from childhood . Mother in a pose of annihilation. Sexual autonomy. 
Does it occur? Cf Philosophical Investigations. To the ends of the earth. 

A simple cat by an ordinary woodpile. The body with pain and difficulty. 
With wallpaper of chrysanthemums. And birds of paradise. With narrow 
windows and stiff-backed chairs. The mind, said my father. My father in 
the field. Of "honor." 

Spasm out of a deep-shocked realm. One could also say: I simply say it . The 
mind, said my father . Opaque eyes. As if sick of sight. As if decay were 
mining him under the surface. Reproachful, dissatisfied. Of course we find 
no answer. 

Or only smoke. Who lit the fire? Who prepared the meals? 
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MEMORY TREE. And secondly, in German . 

My first schoolday, September 1941, a cool day. Time did not pass, bu twas 
conducted to the brain . I was taught. The Nazi salute, the flute. How firmly 
entrenched, the ancient theories. Already using paper, pen and ink. Yes, I 
said, I'm here. 

I was six or seven dwarfs, the snow was white, the prince at war. Hitler on 
the radio, followed by Lehar. Senses impinged on. Blackouts, sirens, 
mattress on the floor, furtive visitor or ghost. 

And mother furious. Sirens. Hiss . The cat. My sister cried unseen. Her 
friend. Afraid to look. What did I know oflabor (forced) or pregnant? The 
deep interiors of the body? I had learned to ride a bike. 

The black cat. The white snow, the blue flower. A menace of a different 
color. Uniform movement with unsurpassed speed. Not fastidious. Not 
necessary for substance to be filled in deep inside . 

Mother, I cried, extremely. And wolf Exceeding the snow I was at home 
in, wool pulled over my eyes. 0 wolf. The boy who did not cry it also died. 
Twilight overtures. 

Face fair. Black hair. Hands parsimoniously on knees. A Polish girl. In 
Germany? In the war? Moving along swiftly in the air between us, a 
continuous image. Enough of black cat panic, bells (hells, shells), of sirens, 
hiss of bombs. 

* 

A long life oflearning the preceding chapter. That my soul in bluejeans, my 
mother in childbirth, my rabble of hopes in German, East of expectation, 
West of still waiting. In bed with an antidote. 

Eating of the tree. Leaves falling before the fall. Through a hole in memory. 
The fruit puckers new problems, but doesn't quench. The orchard long
abandoned. 
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MEMORY SCAN. Not the green mountain embedded in strong feeling 
I expected. More an exaggeration of fog than Chinese poetry. The iris 
expands to the vast range of beasts. The focus not tamed down to meet a 
repertory of formal signs. Calculus meaning stone and used for counting. 
Not applicable. Dark reek of bliss. Ready for. The tasks of culture. 

An inlet, a very small clear center amid indistinguishable cobwebs. Light 
smooth as fruit. Easy to bite and become original. Pebbles wet with, 
weeping willows, poplars, plum trees. The fog vast sweat. The sun too, 
mute . Because of the distance, a terrible thirst for love. Six thousand years 
ago, pictographs of trees, sacks of grain and heads of cattle. And the nature 
of the moon, its light borrowed at interest. 

Looking at a picture of the landscape is vastly easier than looking at the 
landscape. The past, upon scrutiny. Not just a matter of focus, but deep 
and fetid. Intervals eclipsed. By fog misunderstood as bird and egg, shadow 
by shadow. Once father and mother dissolve: dragonflies, mosquitos, 
magpies? The sign for hand in the upper right corner perhaps indicates 
ownership . Culture gives us these ideas. Depending on the number of 
connecting causes, the trepidations of the flesh. 

To understand the full clearing as the young animal turns human. 
Coupling curiosity and upright for speed. Hands become intelligent, 
economics incorpo rated into the body. Means of surrender. Of recording 
the harvest . Raw blood, urine, faeces transformed into resemblance, 
contiguity and cause. And the more sensitive but sparser rods. Permanent 
condition of anxious suspense converted into a simple point of spatial 
discrimination. Still, strangeness makes us shiver and retreat into our skin. 

Balked in my simulation of childhood. Effects are everywhere conspicuous, 
but caution wraps the animal soul in haze. Relation of didn't perceive to 
didn't happen. Coercion and trimmed fingernails. Does the right to 
despise those outside our culture make up for the wrongs we suffer in it? 
Several strokes descending from heaven meant night, the principal lan
guage of Mesopotamia . Here, as in dreamlife, the wish nestles into the fur. 
From humble beginnings as an accounting system. So rich a store of clay 
envelopes on arms raised toward gods most apt to fail us. 
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DELTA WAVES . Warcameoutoftheradio before I had time. To scratch 
on a slate. Pictograms , phonograms , determinatives. The river's edge of 
marsh turned solid, the year, in on itself. 

Cold oozed up through the soles. Shoes always too small, bending my toes. 
With so many absent, how to understand human nature . Delta waves: 
Disease, degeneration , death, defense. 

Rhythm of sleep, of the first year oflife . Brackish water thickened with soot 
and gum arabic. My legs itched in their woolen socks. Once again following 
an infantile prototype . 

Obedience as a time oflife. Not to lose essential speed in abstraction. In the 
long run, an animal god does not suffice. Removed from her setting, 
mother paced back and forth . 

I too, for no reason, walked faster and faster. Everything was exactly as it 
seemed. Regions compressed by growth or distorted by injury . I was 
"thing " because "Rosmarie " required too much lipwork from a farmer's 
wife. 

Wiping my feet became difficult. Speaking, even in cursive script , impos
sible. Swallowed up by deep woods. All falling still, all lapse. 

I sat on one chair and then another . As if my thought processes had no 
practical motives. As ifl were not wishing to be part of the family next door . 
What happens when the shoe is on another foot? 

I thought lightning and thunder meant two clouds colliding . War, a 
surface to live on. A relationship fixed and never failing like cause and 
effect. Writing begins at the edge and rolls straight toward God (red ink). 

Each slap revealed a face I had not suspected. The calendar changed from 
moon to sun . The frequency of rhythm more important than its amplitude . 
Or the noise my shoes made when I walked to the blackboard. 

On the other side of sleep the scarab came into existence. Hieroglyphs 
beautiful enough to be the writing of gods. With birds' heads pointing the 
direction to read them. A net of branches denser than the woods. 
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Sentences enclosing and opening out . Perspective changing endlessly 
around the interloper . In a fragmentary passage, I held a pigeon in my hand 
till the trembling stopped , but not the faint, rapid heartbeat. After such 
intimacy, how to personify the holy ghost? 
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Benjamin Friedlander 

Threshold Politics: Notes for a Pamphlet 

The following pages mark the continuation of an inquiry begun in 
collaboration with] efJ Gburek in 1991. A long untitled essay included in the 
book Prophecy-a book Jeff and I wrote and privately circulated the following 
year, in part as a response to the Persian Gulf War-indicates the range of 
Literary and philosophical texts we were then attempting, somewhat foolishly 
perhaps, to reconcile. Our goal at that time was to explore the political 
dimemiom of dreaming, in the hopes of finding a basis "other than those 
declared ontologjcally secure" for addressing, and thus participating in, the 
ongoing mythistoric drama of Jerusalem. Returning to this topic, my goals have 
been much simpler: to articulate in greater detail the theoretical parameters of 
what Jeff and I in Prophecy refer to as "the prophetic dream of history 
simultaneously imide and outside itself" The specific occasion for this second 
exploration was a seminar on politics offered by Andrew Hewitt at the 
University of Buffelo in the spring of 1993. 

These notes, then, scribbled in the margjm of my reading, consequently 
offer not a synthesis of possible "theories" (irreconcilable anyhow), but an 
attempt to wrest free from them, to rescue an idea or two about the vexed 
appropriation of the Freudian unconscious by Marxists, and of a Marxist 
analytic by Freudiam. I would note in passing, however, as a basic principle, 
that the relationship between these two modes of apprehending "human 
existence" (let the inadequacy of the phrase stand for the problems I hope to 
address) is not so much a teme equality, as an exploitation of one by the other. 
And if this "Marxist" metaphor proposes the superiority of an economic to 
psychoanalytic model for thought, perhaps it's worth pondering just how 
businesslike so much "Freudianism" has indeed become. As the poet John 
Wieners once remarked oflacan, "To render psychology in terms of rationality 
is an outrage. "1 The irrationality of the soul (in its Greekified aspect, as psyche) 
rationalized Like labor. The human sciences (but which of these two words is 
the metaphoric extreme of the other?) in the last instance function as an 
imploding norm, a stone's throw for measuring the "human" progress of an 
inhuman "science, "the scientific progress of an inhuman humanism. 

1 Raymond Foye, "A Conversation with John Wieners ," Mirage (1985). 
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At issue for both Marxism and psychoanalysis, the object of inquiry for 
both so-called sciences, is the "human as such "-a hurried formulation to be 
sure, but one demanding recognition before and after all critiques have had 
their say. What is it psychoanalysis maintains, after all if not this frail 
complexity laboring to call itself, even in stutters, ''person"? What is it Marxism 
uphoUs, if not the ability to become this very thing which abjures definition 
(recalling here Camus' great statement, that the passage from thought to action 
has a name, "becoming human''.) . Can one hope to seek through the tatters of 
such a concept, the concept of the human, an animate care that doesn 't demand 
definition, a definition, in order for its needs to be met? To put it more simply: 
Can we criticize oppression and study repression without naming the subject 
that would liberate itself-without naming "ourselves"? And how be free if 
we're obliged to name ourselves? Is this an obligation intrinsic to freedom? 
Must human liberation itself serve as a germinal form of oppression-the 
demand that individuals, groups or classes step forward and without inhibition 
name their essences, that they may be granted recognition, and so set free--is 
this freedom '.r limit, an obligatory "essentialism "? 

Here is where the Althusserian definition of ideology becomes signifi
cant-the belief that all forms of liberation, in freeing themselves, redraw as 
foundational gestures the jumping-off point of a prior oppression. A 
"misrecognition" which initiates us as subjects into ideology, and which 
therefore (mis)informs even ideologi.cal critique {since critiques are performed 
by subjects). 

Critique as ideology '.r wicked child, its inheritor. 
And this is what Freud discovers in the dream-work, that possibility 

recapitulates necessity. Necessity is overthrown. Sent to the guillotine. 
For Freud dreams are thus (in Lyotard'.r words) an ''anti-logi.c of 

meaning, "a freedom from discourse which on the membrane "stretched . .. 
between the tedious words forever dwelling on reasons" finds "the screen on 
which to trace its figures. "2 For Lyotard, the ideational character of the dream
work is, perhaps paradoxically, the violence desire does to its own ideological 
substance, like a ghost tormenting the corpse from which it has arisen. And as 
a ghost truth haunts the dream-this is the ''figure" silhouetted on the "screen" 
of reason. Writes Lyotard, '1t {truth} Leaves its traces on discourse, the 
fulguration of a slip, a silence, a forbidden metaphor, a portmanteau word, a 
non-sense, a cry; but its effects come from elsewhere, signalling their strangeness 

2Jean-Fran~isLyotard , "Jewish Oedipus," Driftworks (Semiotext(e), 1984). 
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in that they do violence to the order . .. in which they inscribe themselves. "In 
this schema, the dream '.r ''subjects" are no longer a matter of essence but 
excrescence--the representational sequelae of a violence perpetrated on ideol
ogy. Spectres haunting reason, the ironic truths of a Europe of rust. 

Before beginning, then, an axiom: There can be no liberation without 
liberation "theology. " 

The Stiffening Corpse 

... For reasons too numerous to go into here, the fascination and 
appeal of the "human, all too human" (in Nietzsche 's phrase), which in its 
activity (Marx's domain) engenders a labor theory of value, a margin of 
presence in the midst of a metaphysical capital , in its psychic life (Freud's 
chosen area of study) gathers forces round an absent center, a salted field 
where metaphysical concepts no longer grow, and from whose vantage 
point all forms of action are betrayed as representations-the imaginary 
representations, as Althusser put it, ofour real relations. For the nonce, and 
in spite of a mortified rigor, we will hold at bay poetry's interrogation of 
this word real, or rather, we will simply note in passing, as a hint, Laura 
Riding's statement, "Perhaps this is as close a meaning / As perhaps 
becomes such knowing . / Else I think the world and I / Must live together 
as strangers and die. "3 

To live together as strangers: Not self and other , but self and all the 
others; and not as the world in a grain of sand, but as balanced on a grain 
of sand: This is the precarious reality, dead as our ancestors, from behind 
which the dream arises. Here the world and I, intimate strangers, come as 
close to welcome as can a meaning to a knowing . Thus, "He who dreams 
sleeps," as writes Maurice Blanchot, "but already he sleeps no longer. He 
is not another, some other person, but the premonition of the other, of that 
which cannot say 'I' any more, which recognizes itself neither in itself nor 
in others." 4 Freud, arguably, in the course of his investigations, defined the 
psyche as a bulwark against this night of humanism. An accommodation 
to darkness. An accord between day and night. Marx did not so neatly 

3 Laura (Riding) Jackson, "The World and I," The Poems of Laura Riding 
(Persea Books, 1980). 

4 Maurice Blanchot , The Space of Literature (University of Nebraska Press, 
1982). 
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disentangle himself , he could not "disentangle the nets of being " (as 
Charles Olson puts it in his "Mother Poem ," his annotation of a 1956 
dream), couldn 't pass "through the screen of flame which each knot / 
hides."5 Suggesting that without granting human activity its psychic 
dimension , Marxism will become but a humanist pleading for light , exactly 
what Althusser sought to free it from. . 

If , as Yeats once said, "in dreams begin responsibilities," then perhaps 
the burden for a future Marxism must begin in that place where the 
"human, all too human " wears itself as a mask, and where Freud first 
peeked definitively behind. To strike through the mask will then be the 
project of a future politics. For as Ahab asks, "How can the prisoner reach 
outs ide except by thrusting through the wall?" 

It 's in this context that we might explore, especially in light of 
Lyotard 's essay "The Dream-Work Does Not Think ," some of the 
possibilities accorded a political thinking turned to dreaming for an image 
of its own activity. We might ponder the notion of the dream-the pre
Marxist utopian vision of the future , which becomes, in post-Freudian 
times, an indissociable node of the past-as a realm where the economy of 
war (but not only war) is revealed in its most radically alert form as a 
violence to the order of desire, and where repression (in the Freudian sense) 
serves as the last defense against history , whose own record of repression (in 
the Marx ist sense) we might best define as a rationalized, rationalizing 
movement of time, performed upon a certain space-a space whose 
curtains , when they are the literary text , will unveil politics in its linguistic 
form as memory's resistance to time 's martial pageant . In a poem of 
Olson 's, for instance, beginning "The Groaner shakes louder the Whis
tling Buoy," the shapes and sounds and motions of the coastal dark 
hypnotize the poet and call forth the mythistoric voice of a certain Gudrun, 
a mother castigating her sons for cowardice: "get up off your fat asses & do 
vengeance/ for your sister trod on by the H unnish kings" --do not , she says 
(with the poet 's words) "stay home / and leave your sister's memory as 
dismembered in the shit/ of those Huns' horses beat the ground as they 
beat her bones into I hoofs shit. " Here precisely time and space, ruled 
tidally and by "man 's signals going ," solicit history and elicit response , the 
call of the dream and a call in the dream , so that "the world and I" (as 
Riding puts it) might not "live together as strangers and die": 

5 Charles Olson, "As the Dead Prey upon Us," The Collected Poems (Univer
sity of California Press, 1987). 
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is that why now the waves stir up 
the sounds to rouse my soul in its honor, in its 
hunger, in its own desire to lay about itself 
as violence, too, is of its craving to deliver 
itself, to set all whistles gongs & mutterings 
any instrument of man to clay as if those noises 
were as the soul's own sailing 
so on the surface of itself as waves do6 

Attending to his dream's dictation, the poet signs day's accord with night, 
joins past and future in the present of a would-be act. And so by such 
"political thinking" we might also understand the dream Alice Notley 
records in Homer's Art, the epic truth of the whore-therapist she becomes 
(an emotion whore), laying bare a relationship with men first assigned to 
women in the Epic of Gilgamesh, to the priestesses who slacken the 
wildness of Enkidu, Gilgamesh's companion, tightening the string of 
man's animal desire: 

.. . I would like to speak out 
I would like to say, that when your cities & 
your politics do crumble, the whorehouse cave will 
remain, that is obvious; & your concerns are 
pressing, & transient; but your powers, rein
forcingly assented to by your women, are still 
most dreadful. 7 

Bad anima, Aminadab, man and woman crude machinic fictions. "Change 
the very self Godhead which must be/ the world, Mother Mask, you must 
/ change us ... " These are the sorts of dynamic dreams especially allow us 
to explore. 

Preparatory to such an exploration we must cross from a discourse of 
desire to a discourse of power, then double back-force an encounter 
between Freud and Marx, that the content and form of our sleeping and 
waking lives might mirror each other, grotesquely, and so disturb the 
reflective calm of self-subsistent disciplines. Is such a "double crossing" a 
betrayal of rigor? Or a necessary engagement? Lyotard himself scoffs at the 
mongrelization of concepts hounding Lacan's wedding of Jakobson and 

6 Charles Olson, The Maximus Poems (University of California Press, 1984) . 
7 Alice Notley, Homer's Art, A Curriculum of the Soul, no . 9 (The Institute 

of Further Studies, 1990). 
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Freud-a serious objection to be sure. But what sort of discourse might 
hope to call itself pure? And as Lyotard notes, "the imaginary fulfilment of 
desire consists in ... transgression, which repeats, in the dream-workshop, 
what occurred and continues to occur in the manufacture of the so-called 
primal phantasm." 8 For Freud, according to Lyotard, this transgression "is 
a transformation dismissive of discourse." Dreams will then be a reflection 
that overthrows, pseudo-mimetically, the subject that constitutes them. 
What Felix Guattari calls "the threshold of significations" keeps the power 
of the dream in check: 

But what exactly is this threshold, this crossing point of 
all the various systems of redundancy, encoding and signs 
of all sorts? What is it that we put on every morning when 
we get up--identity, sex, profession, nationality and so 
on? That threshold consists of the re-centring of the 
various components of symbolic expression (the world of 
gestures, sounds, bodies), of everything in the economy 
of desire that is threatening to break out on its own.9 

In dreams we catch sight of what exceeds the individual's volition. 
Visions of revenge and respite from suffering regale us in our sleep, and the 
only eternity whose paradise we know obtrudes upon the present . . . 

Unsleep of Reason, Dream of Unreason 

... Charlotte Beradt offers a catalogue of such fantasies, such psychic 
renderings of oppression, in The Third Reich of Dreams, a thematically 
arranged collection of "Dreams Under Dictatorship," recorded in Ger
many from 1933 to '39, analyzed only after the war, "to show the direct 
effect of totalitarian rule on its subjects through their psychological 

8Jean-Frarn;:ois Lyotard, "The Dream-Work Does Not Think ," The Lyotard 
Reader (Basil Blackwell, 1991) . Lyotard 's understanding of this "so-called ... 
phantasm ," which is complex, involves postulating a "matrix" for generating, "in 
the heart oflanguage ," a "primary figure," aninterlocutorthrough whose agency 
"a discourse may enter into communication with the images that are reputed to 
be external to it. The words and images we dream are thus scattered by a figural 
"presence" called into "being" by the rhythm of the scattering. But because this 
figure exists solely in language, and in the hypnagogic reveries of discourse, we 
should not confuse Lyotard's seeming instantiation of the soul (psyche) with 
authentic attempts to render Freud a mystic. 

9 Felix Guattari, "Meaning and Power," Molecular Revolution (Peregrine 
Books, 1984). 
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reactions." 10 But we should not imagine that the invasion of the subcon
scious begins with totalitarianism, nor that its liberation is a peculiarly 
postmodern or even twentieth-century form of politics. In the modern 
theatre of interminable war, Shakespeare teaches how the dream-work 
stages its anti-discourse as tragedy. Where to dream is to enter into 
recognition of one's subjectivity - that one is a subject-sleep can be no 
escape. Far from it. The voice Macbeth hears cry, "Sleepe no more, I 
Macbeth does murder Sleepe," alerts the tragic hero to his ultimate 
subjection to what's quaintly called "fate" - a sweeping power overcreeping 
day, awakening him to his mortality, to the attenuation of his existence, an 
ideological condition of being sustained solely by conscience. 

Already in the Bible we see the dream's function as the juncture of the 
individual and the "sacred history" of the State. In Jacob's dream in the 
desert (where he is fleeing from his brother), in Joseph's dream in prison, 
the visionary dimension of political activity carves out a hermeneutic path 
through the petrified wordscapes of ideology. Here, the dream becomes 
what Guattari calls "poetico-existential catalyst." 11 

Althusser, of course, as Marx before him, would no doubt relegate 
dreaming to a register in which "omnipresent, trans-historical and there
fore immutable" modes of being take the form of contingent, temporal and 
thus shifting representations of our real (i.e. material) existence. 12 The 
dream's transgressive authority, transforming the individual, would thus 
remain a mere ideolect of subjectivity-a metaphysics of presence balanced 
on the copula of subjunctive action. History, for Althusser , is subjectless 
action. From the moment Jacob, fleeing Esau, gathered stones for his 

10Charlotte Beradt, The Third Reich of Dreams (Quadrangle Books, 1968). 
"Set against a background of disintegrating values and an environment whose very 
fabric was becoming warped, these dreams are permeated by arealitywhose quality 
is unreal-a combination of thought and conjecture in which rational details are 
brought into fantastic juxtapositions and thereby made more, rather than less, 
coherent." Conjectured here is an operation directly reversed from that ascribed 
by Lyotard to the dream-work. For Lyotard, the dream's "readability is a pseudo
readability": "Desire, acting 'freely,"' leaves "in its wake the tortured, illegible 
relief of the' content."' For Beradt, the content is already a tortured, illegible relief. 

11 Felix Guattari, "Text for the Russians," Poetics journal 8 (1989). "In these 
conditions," says Guattari, "the poetic function is more than ever called upon to 
recompose artificially rarefied and resingularized universes of subjectivity." 

12 Louis Althusser,"Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (Notes to
wards an Investigation)," Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays (Monthly Review 
Press, 1971). 
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pillow, the "pillars" of our dreams have fixed us, ideologically, in a desert 
at the margins of reality, where the overflow of our actions is sucked back 
into unregenerate sand. Thus Foucault, in "Dream, Imagination and 
Existence" : 

What has changed from one epoch to another has not 
been this reading of destiny in dreams, nor even the 
deciphering procedures, but rather the justification of 
this relation of dream to world, and the way of conceiving 
how the truth of the world can anticipate itself and gather 
together its future in an image capable only of reconsti
tuting it in a murky form. 13 

The dream is positioned by a surfeit of history, and as such outstrips 
the screw of "irreducibility" which Althusser-by dint of his "scientific" 
undertaking-would purport to bore into ideology's thickest support. 
Thus "structuralism," when it turns to dreams for a confirmation of its 
scientism, finds discourse. 14 The very "violence to the order of utterance" 
which Lyotard discerns in the Freudian analytic, and which recommends 
dreaming to Marxism as the crucible of revolution, is by structuralist 
scientism tamed, forced to confess itself, turned back from history at the 
threshold of signification. For Althusser, the aberrant relationship of 
dreams to reality would no doubt recall the neo-Hegelians, philosophers 
"haunted by realities which they could only perceive through their own 
ideological schema, their own problematic." As Althusser notes in "On the 
Young Marx": "At the heart of this problematic was the implication of the 
deformation of real historical problems into philosophical problems." 15 

The clarification waking life suffers at the hands of sleep is written in 
the blood our words nightly exchange. This is what Lyotard calls "a figural 
presence in discourse"-the "remote action" whose purpose is to "jam ... 
communication ." In dreams we pass through a portal of excreted essences. 

13Michel Foucault, "Dream, Imagination, and Existence," Reviewo/Existen
tial Psychology & Psychiatry 19 (1984). 

14 The words of a supposed madman come to mind here: "Science is 
flourishing today and its good conscience shines in its face, while that to which the 
whole of modern philosophy has gradually sunk, this remnant of philosophy, 
arouses distrust and displeasure when it does not arouse mockery and pity." 
Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil (Penguin Books, 1990). 

15 Louis Althusser, For Marx 01 erso Books, 1990). 
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Here history is seemingly suspended, and a conque fing power of absence 
displays its colors ... 

Reflections on Theory 

... A coordination of Freud and Marx necessitates a thinking through 
of the relationship between desire (which is always, at base, an individual's 
desire) and power (a structure of relations among individuals). "Private 
ownership of the means of production ," as Guattari has written , "is 
intrinsically bound up with the appropriation of desire by the individual, 
the family, and the social order." 16 In Anti-Oedipus, Deleuze and Guattari 
criticize Wilhelm Reich precisely for his dialectical approach, for his 
attempt to establish a brotherhood of sciences, each maintaining its own 
object of study, for his "creating a distinction between rationality as it is or 
ought to be in the process of social production, and the irrational element 
in desire"-for returning to "a dualism between the real object rationally 
produced on the one hand, and irrational, fantasizing production on the 
other ."17 Althusser himself, despite his emphasis on science as "the science 
of a distinct object," is not averse to a pact, a symmetry of efforts, in which 
terminologies , if not the objects they address, are borrowed, or even simply 
cited, with an eye to their induction by a counter-vailing speculation. 
Althusser's definition of ideology, for example, "the imaginary relation of 
. .. individuals to the real relations in which they live," and his notion of 
the interpellation of individuals as subjects, "a material ritual practice of 
ideological recognition in everyday life," are already reflected in his reading 
ofLacan: 

Lacan demonstrates the effectiveness of the Order, the 
Law, that has been lying in wait for each infant born since 
before his birch, and seizes him before his first cry, 
assigning to him his place and role, and hence his fixed 
destination. 

16 Felix Guattari , "Freudo -Marxism," Semiotext(e) 2:3 (1977) . 
17 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizo

phrenia (The Viking Press, 1977). See Wilhelm Reich, "Dialectical Materialism 
and Psychoanalysis," Sex-Pol: Essays 1929-1934(Random House, 1972) . 
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A structure of access whose repeatability serves the purposes of 
proof. 18 Moreover, Althusser' s appropriation of Lacan-some might say 
"misrecognition"---enacts within the very structures of Althusser's theory 
of ideology, or rather, to borrow Lyotard's figure, on its "screen, " a 

18 Althusser's description of Freud's importation of concepts evokes a heroic 
physical labor that Althusser means, possibly, to pertain to his own importations 
from Lacan-"to weave with thread borrowed intuitively left and right the great 
net with which to catch in the depths of blind experience the teeming fish of the 
unconscious, which men call dumb because it speaks even while they sleep." A 
rueful passage to be sure, if read against the labor of Althusser's own life (his 
wresting from "a Pascalian terror" of a few scientific truths), and suggestive too, 
since in the last instance it 's the catch, and not the net, for which one weaves. (See 
Gregory Elliot, "The Lonely Hour of the Last Instance: Louis Pierre Althusser 
1918-1990," The Althusserian Legacy [Verso Books, 1993]) If we compare 
Althusser's depiction here of Freud with the passage in "Contradiction and 
Overdetermination" on the "shelling of the kernel [Kern]," Marx's recovery of the 
dialectic from Hegel, we find another wresting of scientific truth from "the 
depths, " this one even more arresting in its suggestion of heuristic heroics. Writes 
Althusser : 

the mystical shell is nothing but the mystified farm of the dialectic 
itself: that is, not a relatively external element of the dialectic 
. . . but an internal element .... It is not enough, therefore, to 
disengage it from its first wrapping . .. to free it. It must also 
be freed from a second, almost inseparable skin, which is itself 
Hegelian in principle. We must admit that this extraction 
cannot be painless; in appearance an unpeeling, it is really a 
demystification, an operation which transforms what it extracts. 
(For Marx) 

We are not very far here from the practice of psychoanalysis as Lacan defines it, 
a "rectification" by "interpretation" which for Freud, says Lacan, "is dialectical, 
and sets out from the subject's own words." For the analyst to "intervene in an 
action that goes to the heart of being (Kern unseres Wesens, as Freud put it)," "he 
must pay with that which is essential in his most intimate judgement ." For 
Lacan-as indeed for Althusser , precisely because there is no "outside" to 
ideology-the interpreter ("he who imposes his idea of realiry") is (in Althusser's 
own words) "not a relatively external element of the dialectic ... but an internal 
element." Not a heart worn on the sleeve, but a sleeve for the heart dangling with 
a wedding ring. Qacques Lacan, "The Direction of the Treatment and the 
Principles oflts Power," Ecrits: A Selection [W. W. Norton & Company, 1977]) 
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deformation of theory not very different from the violence the dream 
perpetrates on discourse. Thus the power for Althusser of Cremonini's 
mirrors, images bringing to a surface without depth the hidden relations 
structuring our engagement with reality. For Althusser, as for Lacan, "the 
idea that the surface is the level of the superficial is itself dangerous . Another 
topology is necessary if we are not to be misled ... " 

Enter Sandman 

... And here precisely, at the wreck-prone intersection of power and 
desire, the dream calls to us. A solicitation of history by what animates us 
in our sleep, ancient as the Bible, this correlation between the dreams and 
the political fortunes of a people survives into the modern era in a variety 
of forms: "Ratholes in the Babylon of Information"-utopian politics, 
countercultural liberation, climacteric thought. 19 The necessity of dream
ing for the furtherance of political struggles has long been recognized. 
From Langston Hughes' s "a dream deferred" to Jesse Jackson's "keep hope 
alive," from Jeremiah's lamentations, to the yearly pronouncement of the 
final words of the Passover seder (" next year in Jerusalem "), the correlation 
between necessity and possibility has been managed by dreams of renewal, 
hopes for an extrication from history, that at the same time will allow the 
oppressed to enter history , as through an arch of triumph. A double 
crossing of history, a betrayal of oppression by the forms repressed hopes 
take, so that the dream contracts to a fist of possibility, clenched by the 
horizon of historical necessity. The Palestinian poet Mahmud Darwish 
stands as an example of this in his poem "When the Martyrs Go to Sleep," 
where we read, "I will hang your names wherever you want, so sleep a while, 
sleep on the ladder of the sour vine tree/ So I can guard your dreams against 
the daggers of your guards . .. /Bethe song of those who have no song when 
you go to sleep tonight ."20 Those who have no song, who have no 
homeland, have instead martyrs, dreamers whose waking must be guarded 
until the moment when history can be reentered. 

The story of Joseph, as told in Genesis, is instructive . Here , we are 
given a narrative in which familial relations register first ideologically 

19 Hakim Bey, TA.Z: The TemporaryAutonomousZone , OntologicalAnar
chy, Poetic Terrorism (Semiotext( e), 1991). 

20 Mahmud Darwish, Samih al-Qasim, Adonis, Victims of a Map (Al Saqi 
Books, 1984). 
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(Joseph's coat) and then violently (the pit, where Joseph is forsaken by his 
brothers), setting in motion a chain of events which result in a reinscription 
of those familial-ideological relations (Joseph's use of the cup to lure his 
brothers into Egypt) in the material relations of sacred history ( the famine). 
The story furthermore straddles the transformation of a family into nation, 
Jacob as Israel giving his stolen blessing (as the last of the three patriarchs) 
to the tribes. What connects the two sides of the story is a dream. Yet the 
dream is not simply a narrative device, nor is the narrative simply a 
contextual ground. The one taints the other. And this is nowhere more 
plain than in the following fact: the reconciliation afforded by the dream 
simply masks, in the manner of a dream, a micro-eschatological cycle, that 
repeats itself in a widening narratological gyre, hoodingJoseph in the figure 
of Moses, an apparently unrelated reenslavement and reliberation of the 
Jews, Joseph's final revenge on his brothers, inflicted on their progeny. 

Lyotard: "Force occupies the very scenario of the dream, as Van 
Gogh 's brushstroke remains recorded in his suns." For Freud, power is 
what superscribes the individual on the crumpled, folded or scrambled text 
of desire-desire which "is a scrambled text from the outset." I have said 
too little here about the Lyotardian dimension of discourse, the "phan
tasm" which "can 'freely' (that is to say, under constraints which are not 
linguistic) situate itself, not behind words, but among them, invisible." 
Here we are very close to the "spectre" haunting Marx's and Engel's 
Europe, "the spectre of Communism ," a ghost of what wasn't yet born, a 
necessity summoned by possibility, and which thus conforms quite nicely 
to what Freud calls "Phantasie," defined by Lyotard as "at once the 'facade' 
of the dream and a form forged in its depths." 21 

"The dream," says Foucault, "is no accomplice of sleep," and Marx 
claims, in a similar vein, that material existence is not the accomplice of 
consciousness, but instead (to paraphrase Foucault), what "ascends the 
slope that sleep [consciousness] descends, towards life, it goes towards 
existence." Thus Marx, in The German Ideology : 

21 Where Freud and Marx solicit our attention as "readers"-the latter's 
"text" formed by history, the farmer's by the unconscious-the concept of 
"language" necessary to each's task has less need of coordination than rethinking. 
Perhaps the most astonishing implication ofLyotard' s essay is the idea of textualiry 
it develops. The wind which creases the flag in Lyotard's example of the dream
work is the storm blowing the angel back from paradise in Benjamin's "Theses on 
the Philosophy of History ," blows the same flag set at half-mast in Celan's poem 
"Schibboleth." Lyotard: "Considerations of beauty aside, art begins here." 
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but men, developing their material production and their 
material intercourse, alter, along with this real existence, 
their thinking and the products of their thinking. Life is 
not determined by consciousness, but consciousness by 
life. 

For Marx, desire, locating the individual in his or her material 
existence, defines consciousness as a band oflight at night's horizon, where 
power remains a bloody sun just out of sight. The dream, like history itself 
(but this familiar simile is too hasty), brings us to consciousness. The real 
is not a given, but the dawn where political speech is first faintly heard to 
echo ... 

At the Remote Edge of an Actual Object 22 

... Of course, the dawns and dusks of history are only one mode of 
conceptualizing the threshold which politics crosses and draws back from, 
in the manner of a shoreline. Others are scattered all through literature and 
criticism and philosophy. An exemplary instance: Walter Benjamin's 
crossings of time and space in his "Berlin Chronicle," his investigations of 
memory and place, the city as a nucleus of origins, returns again and again 
to the notion of a threshold. For Benjamin, this threshold is a not-quite
barrier to a not-quite recuperable past, a membrane whose pregnability is 
ceded to a writing that presses against loss in movements determined 
geopsychically rather than chronologically, by the specificity of streets and 
corridors, not the order in which books are read, friends met. A transgres
sion of borders guarded by waking life, goaded by desire, played upon as 
by puppet shadows on a screen of memory. And if, for Benjamin, "the veil 
it [memory] has covertly woven out of our lives shows the images of people 
less than those of the sites of our encounters," its unravelling nevertheless 
leads us Ariadne-fashion through the "serpentine paths" of history, where 
the other is met in his or her most gaudy visage: 

22 Carla Harryman, In the Mode of (Zasterle Press, 1991). "I respond at the 
remote edge of an actual object, so as to distinguish myself from the theory which 
inevitably arises from the moment I speak to the moment of rebuttal at the 
moment of retribution to the end of the line and into the darkness where a quiet 
prepares me to encounter it again, and its challenge and." 
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There is no doubt, at any rate, that a feeling of crossing 
the threshold of one's class for the first time had a part in 
the almost unequalled fascination of publicly accosting a 
whore in the street. At the beginning, however, this was 
a crossing of frontiers not only social but topographical, 
in the sense that whole networks of streets were opened 
up under the auspices of prostitution. But is it really a 
crossing, is it not, rather, an obstinate and voluptuous 
hovering on the brink, a hesitation that has its most 
cogent motive in the circumstance that beyond this 
frontier lies nothingness? 

Benjamin's work assists us more than any other's in rethinking the 
route between dream and waking life, a channel whose navigation is always 
political, broaching a nothingness chat neither immerses nor recedes. "And 
so it was not what impended that weighed so terrifyingly upon me, or even 
the parting from what had been, but chat which still continued, asserting 
itself even in this first stage of the journey." 23 

••• 

Marx and Freud 

( ... But before going further, I would note between twoeverwidening 
parentheses that these are not the only names partitioning---or do I mean 
shattering?-the reality of our experience, its seeming unity, already 
shattered---or do I mean particioned?-bythe twin experiences of pleasure 
and labor; nor are the discourses Freud and Marx propose the only ones we 
might coordinate in order to understand, with something other than a 
complacent anti-systematicity, the seeming unity we call the world . If space 
permitted I would propose Shelley's Epipsychidion, his "little book of the 
soul," as another such discourse. And what of Whitman and Dickinson, 
our poetry's 19th century parentage, what of their citations of dreaming? 
For in both of these poets discourses of power and desire are already 
coordinated, already subjecting the world to the scrutiny of a knowledge
in Whitman's case democratic, in Dickinson's solitary-even now 
unassimilable to the structures of thought-ideological at root---out of 
which those "poetics" were first driven. In Dickinson's study no less than 
on Whitman's open road, a threshold is crossed. Questions of tactic aside, 
policies begins here ... ) 

23 Walter Benjamin, "Berlin Chronicle," One Way Street and Other Writings 
(Verso Books, 1985). 
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Nathaniel Mackey 

Song of the Andoumboulou: 21 

Next a Brazilian cut came 
on Sophia picked. Paulinho ' s 

voice lit our way for what 
seemed eternity , 

minha 
primeira vez the one 

phrase 
we caught or could understand, 

no matter it ended 
soon as it'd begun . 

Endless 
beginning. Endless goodbye . 

Always there if not ever all 
there , staggered collapse, an 

accordian choir serenaded 

loquat groves hurried by 
outside ... 

It was a train 
in southern Spain we 

were on , notw ithstanding 
Paulinho's "first" put one 

place atop anothe r, 

us, 

brought 
Brazil in, air as much of 

it as earth, even more , an ear 
we'd have called inner unexpectedly 

out ... Neither all in our 
heads nor was the world an array 

less 
random than we'd have 

thought ... 
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It was a train outside Sao 
Paulo on our way to Algeciras we 

were on .. . Djbai came aboard. 
Bittabai followed ... 

A train 
less of thought than of quantum 

solace, quantum locale. "Quantum 
strick, bend our way," we 

begged, borne on by reflex, a 
train 

gotten on in Miami, long since 
gone 

• 

Lag was our true monument. 
It was an apse we strode under, 

made of air. There inasmuch 
as we exacted it, aliquant amble, 

crowds 
milling around on corners began 

to move, the great arrival day 
we'd heard so much about begun, 

sown even if only dug up again. 

Call it loco, lock-kneed samba ... 
Multi-track train . Disenchanted 

feet ... 
It was the book of 

it sometimes going the wrong 
way we now read and wrote ... 

script. Polyrhythmic 
remit 
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Song of the Andoumboulou: 22 

Took me aside with more talk of 
Sophia. Hot summer stillness. 
Hieratic stir. Press of her 

hips beneath a loose cotton 
dress, 

bright sun behind her. Graspable 
waist, sinewy limbs, see-thru 

cloth ... 
Climbed a ladder he said she climbed 

ahead of him, looked up her 
dress. Saw planets, furtive hair, 

the insides of her thighs ... 
Sometimes 

called it a tree, sometimes called 
it a ladder. Stroked his chin, stood 

recounting the lift of it, the 
we they became to hold on to it, 

fraught 
limbs having so to do with sun 

it seemed it flew. "Some ride it 
sounds like" was all I could 

say ... 

Sometimes called it a tree, 
sometimes called it a ladder. Vague, 

sometimes not so vague hunger 
for what wasn't there ... Announced 

he wanted only what's hidden, 
kept 

hidden, but she too took me 
aside . . . Called it a tree, also 

called it her "clime," 
the 

tree they left the train 
to pick 

fruit from . . . Knew he'd be 
looking, she said, gave him an 
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eyeful. Pulled itself up out 
of the ground, began to shake, 

fruit 
falling as they too would've 

done had they not held on, 
a tree 

they got off the train to pick 
loquats 

from ... 
Knew she knew that he would 

be watching, he said. More-than
meets-the-eye notwithstanding, 

looked 
his fill. No-sooner-had-she-told-him

not-to notwithstanding , regardless he 
knew already what he'd see ... 

Woven of 
sun, sun woven of cloth inflaming their 

bodies, a glimpse he said she gave 
him into what lay beyond the grave. 

"Some 
ride it sounds like" was all I could 

say .. . 
Taken aside, I stood immune to their talk, 

kept to one side of it, notwithstanding I'd 
have wished otherwise . Reft eloquence 
had hold of their throats but kept 

me at 
arm's length , shower said to have 
been of secret things utterly suspect, 

lift said to have been of a loquat 
tree . . . Took him in under limbs 

filled 
with multi-seeded fruit, more seed than 

fruit, 
meat so much less than sense were 

seed sense, bone might be seed, 
she 

said 
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What elsewhere loomed under 
branches and leaves and a 

billowing dress . . . Now sat 
saying nothing, working a pepper 

seed caught in his teeth . .. 
How to 

say he'd seen, how he'd ever 
sing it, voice bottom-heavy 
but nonetheless float, an 

aloof, 
light-bodied bigness, something 

he saw, 
said he saw, unable to quite 

say what he saw ... 

Rude epiphany, 
dreamt or pretended, that there 

be the illusion something lay 
in back, loomed above, ubiquitous 

book , wrought leafless wood . .. 

book. "Ythmic sway," he begged, 

with me," a new recruit 
into Ogun' s unruly way ... 

Played flute in the shade of a 
tree she called her woodshed . 

Book of anabatic limbs, 
bruited wing-stir. Fell 

for the 
look of the child in him , 

he for the same in her . 

"be 

Swung 

Gnostic remains 
of what , come into the world, she 

relinquished, wed short of 
wood becoming water, wrought wood out 

of water , 
would they were 
there again 
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Apocryphal book of the loquat 
tree. Uninevitable she of the ripe 

lower lip. Impudent pout upon 
impudent pout, promiscuous 

mouthsmear, 
rash, uninevitable kiss ... 

What had been a train was now a 
bus between Fez and Teman, 

Ahttless 
mountains viewed from in front of 

Brain Lake .. . 
Loquat exuberance 

got the best of them, loquat 
eloquence , loquat allure. 

This 
they admitted later out loud in 

their sleep. As if to say soul 
seeks out low places . . . As if 

to say loquat height let go, 

rotting 
fruit lay at the foot of the 

tree, having gone to their heads. 
Loquat elixir. Ambient wine. 

Ubiq-
uitous whiff 
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Sean Killian 

In Face of the Nondirectional in an Anti-Intellectual Age 
or 

Compass, the Intellect 

The intellect is the will and the bound to which writers, 
especially today when it is consistently denigrated, must 
respond. The im:ellect is the circumscribing power to which 
we respond as to an invisible, magnetic boundary encircling 
perception, locomotion, and our very material. Only passion 
has as thorough and powerful an orbit. The intellect has a 
specificity even in its greatest platonic expanses. It addresses 
an idea of ourselves that can be got or heightened by tradition, 
that is, by learning, by delving, by the immense endeavor to 
which thought is called. Without intellect, a certain slackness 
sets in, almost always, in used words, passive feelings. Intellect 
is the activity of the mind specifically directed, i.e. organized 
by a provocation in the form of conversation, book, dream, nature. 
Intellect is the backbone by which language lives; without it, 
there is a spinelessness, a softness, a slop at the heart of thought. 
However, and most importantly, passion is its analogue, its necessary 
accompanist (for both to fully flower). Without passion, intellect 
is all ramrod, all stiffness, a diatribe of vertebrae. With passion, 
intellect is a moving grasp by the powers of the mind (more than 
cognition) of that which most concerns us, the life that the living 
possess and its most contrary directions (where it's going, where 
it's been, how it gets there, by which transport or stumble). 
Nothing is without boundary (except perhaps God, Being, Word); 
intellect supplies the notice of these boundaries and makes its 
own bounds into the distant mileages of the almost-unmappable. 
But passion is probably the muscle that allows the elastic ellipses 
of the intellect. Without muscle, the spine is neutral bone, or 
rather carrier of electricity and energy but with no means to 
"enforce" or "allow" its effectiveness and, of course, its affect. 
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But the intellect must be precisely trained, that is exercised. 
Without exercise, its function is nil or inert. It must be 
carried to subjects, examining them with alacrity; it must be 
the incessant student of every magnum and minim . Probably most 
favorable to its organization is the organization of books; 
finally, the writer's organism infers or is transferred into 
the organization of the book; his body transmutes and we have 
probably the finest and even first example of transmigration 
of souls; from one's skin into one's binding; from one's heart 
into one's shut covers or is it open pages? The man has literally 
fed the book with his lifestream, his springs. The book becomes 
the burden of its own attention-calling; it attempts to organize 
all that read it, see it, sense it. Of course, there is an implicit 
failure, here, too; every book fails in reorganizing the human; 
the human remains slightly beyond the confines of a book, and so 
tantalizes the very book which, thereby, expresses its own desire-
to have a human in the bargain! To devour a human. The book, of 
course, has previously devoured the author. Its author remains 
digested in the entrails of the book which happen to be the luckily
neat print (no more mess on our hands!). 

Mess-hall: where we read of what we feed: or rather where we feed 
on every important reading. For the Mess, as Beckett said, must be 
regarded as the imbroglio into which life has stepped, simply by 
opening its mouth (and anus). The mess, without boundary, calls for 
the immense efforts of organization by which life is known. For 
doubters, the Mess may replace, effectively, Being or God-being 
the challenge by which we know and un-know ourselves. 

The Mess, in other words, implicates us and we have the 
weighty responsibility to make ourselves known to it. 

Both intellect and passion are floored by the Mess. 
At least intellect can draw sweet or tough lines around 
and through the mess, intersecting it, bisecting it, 
and, on occasion, dancing around it, realizing that 
intellectual lineage has always and only found the mess, 
the imprecision beside the as-great precision and order. 
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The mess is the history of our lives, the history of politics, 
the history of failed dogmas and doctrines which were 
doctrinaire. The mess is what we make, cannot help making, 
by simply being alive, and most certainly it can never exclude 
our excrement, as well as all excremental thought and notice; 
the calendrical, for example, is by necessity, both 
excremental and incremental. 

We are the laity and the priests & priestesses of the Mess. But how 
to worship without messing it further? That's the point; 
we'll mess up again and again; nothing but little piles 
of failure everywhere, little reminders of our lapses and 
let-go's . Whatever we have shat, though, yields nutrients, too; 
both through the membranes of our bodies and into the tympanum 
of the earth's skin, its topsoils . 

Actually, we are known by our messes; but that's exactly 
as we have organized them into semblances of an order
and it is precisely by the subtlety and complexity of 
appearance, that order is known (as by the ancients watching 
the stars' journeys across the abyss). 

By remembering a perhaps imaginary order, we resist the messes. 
The shapeless is not pleasant, and is not sharp, and is 
not worth joining. Shapelessness is the most important entropy. 
We do tend to it; but our resistance makes our meaning shape. 
Shape is both by outline of intellect and motion or stroke of passion. 
Without resistance, meaning never is. Meaning occurs in precisely 
the check, the impasse by which it announces itself-it is not 
smoothness or free flow, but checked flow, dammed movement-and 
so must then reveal itself, by announcing its crooked or blocked 
juncture, making, by forcefulness, a new bridge, but only a bridge 
out of jag, from interruption. This discontinuity of meaning is 
perhaps its most important aspect (or carrying factor). By meaning 
what we mean, we address the discontinuous which seem to occur con
stantly and omnipresently (though of course that couldn't be the case!). 
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Meaning repeats what we have forgotten in order to repeat. 
It means we have a line and a rhythm to fallow. By tracing 
meaning, we learn what it is. The unmappable "shooting of 
the gulf"-Emerson 's phrase. The gap or division is what engenders 
meaning , the abyss between male and female, visible and invisible, 
sky and earth. Meaning is the shape that our intellect sees and 
that our passion touches. It is tacit and apparent, submerged and 
blinding. 

* 

What is it that so means us that we tremble into being 
and stop trembling only at death? The eyes are sealed in 
a lost sunlight and the heart is sewn-up in an overboard 
sack of moonlight. By what we have, we are lost; by what 
we have seen, we are blinded; by what we have felt, we are 
numbed. But this is the paradox of knowing; how much we know 
is however much is left that looms unknowable and unknown
there is an equality in being a person of knowledge and 
a person who remains in ignorance. By such are we divided . 
But this division is life, is the gap where meaning shoots 
as a spark not to be forgotten, partly because of its beauty 
and partly by its imistence, its marvellous streak and puncture 
of an atmosphere, a thickness. 

Meaning is the meteor that cannot stick in any sky. 
It even erases itself-miracle of miracles! Abrasion 
right before our eyes! Meaning is the fire which glows 
by its own resistance to the atmosphere or air which it 
falls through . But by that resistance is it known and seen, 
each spark patient as Job , impatient as Job. 

We fall through ourselves to find ourselves; 
burning a path by which we might be known, at 
least to ourselves. For only in this meteoric life 
can we find the brevity and elasticity of fire 
in the brokenness of thought and heart, in the 
impingement of gravity. As our head is constantly 
carried to the lower region of our feet, and 
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seems to be lifted only with a tremendous resistance 
to the very force which patiently beckons it. 
Gravity slowly, ever so slowly opens the grave. 
The shooting star is shot into it. Toward it. 
Meaning leaps overhead, then falls at our feet. 
Meaning is eclipsed-in order to be meaning. 
We are meant as the dead mean; to the living, 
each dead one must have meant, as he or she meant 
to be in a life which could not, then, be led, but 
did lead. And what we mean is led away, too; by 
our own resistance to it, we forget . We forget what 
has been led away; but we are literally forged by it, 
too, as we try to remember. That is, and this is our trial 
We fall ourselves to find ourselves fallen; and then , 
is meaning the spark thrown, -jected, sown in incendiary arc 
which rubs itself out , its own material eclipsed, its 
own rocky substructure and stony grit literally evanesced, 
because eaten by the fire projected from its resistant 
trajectory toward gravity. Matter is sacrificed in 
order that its motion or orbit be seen; matter, 
by touching the invisible air, makes itself known, 
and its friction is how it appears, messy with spark, 
heroic in its own asterisks that refer to nothing more 
than their own erasure, or their dark and darkened remains. 
In the crypt of gravity, we grow ever more cryptic. Meaning, 
in its flight toward earth, is erased-by the spur of itself 

* 
The broken brain must be just as important (inwardly-carrying) 
as the broken heart. The brain that has been thrown against 
wall, barrier, resistance, that has broken into myriad fragment, 
telling fragment, the jag by which we know its efflorescence. 
Totality is an infringement or an impingement which I want 
nothing of; we are left, that's the point, left to find ourselves, 
to floor ourselves, to find broken brain, broken heart, to 
find the evidence of the erasure of meaning which is probably 
only the memory of its visible, once-upon-a-time sparks, or 
rather the sparks that appeared specifically and at one time, 
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in one particular space (in one part of the sky, say, or at 
one possible border by which location must be announced and sensed). 
The only total I know of is the lost God, the unfound Being 
which we must, of necessity, subtract ourselves from, in 
order to occasion our own sparks through a thick, obdurate 
atmospherics (the air of earth). From a total sum, a broken 
fraction of the action, a part that is a self that is a means 
by which we are known through failing, as a meteor, bestirred, 
blanches in fire and burns out. 

Self, left, remains active only as its own memory of the 
sparkling obtrudes into the too-passive present (made 
active, again, by both memory and the future). For in the 
future is our blinding by a meteor-shower and in the past 
is our first startle in the notice of a falling star. 

The will binds us by an intellect that bounds toward 
the site of the fallen star. 

In the fallen fragment which only exists in an 
imaginary beholding, we see ourselves, material abraded 
until neatly erased (the neatest erasure surer and surer, 
once distant, now closer, once withdrawn, now oncoming, near). 

No need to erase a meteor-it does the trick itself 
We have passion and intellect left, mediators by which 
we know the arc that released the light to-be-traced by 
the once again fervent darkness. 

In the dark, here is the willful intellect, here the 
listening passion. The intellect , the voice of the 
singer carried to its own limits and bounds ; passion , 
the piano that accompanies such a vocalist. The necessary 
and beautiful notes both beneath and beyond the singer. 
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Elizabeth Robinson 

Salpaglosis 

Yellow veined trumpet 
of the core 

swarms the heart 
that finally represents 

a skin peeled effortlessly 
off the fingertip 

in the day of the gathering 

Enflames 

so that chart 
of the horn 

could still earlier 
have stalks 

Have arms around, like the many-jarred 
heart of the bee in its 

home 
Another reference means 

Strayed To its veins 
an inadvertent layer meandering 

to a place once known 
as Voluntary 
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and prolonged 
history Who 

can have recognized 
this knowledge These versions 

which cling in the print 
of the finger This scrollwork 

put in the hive Fine 

horn 

ingathered 
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Rind 

Kept in luminous 

storage. 

Two parallel 

signals 

create light 

only across space. 
No time 

can harmonize 
these properties. 

Chastity, then, 
over time, 
or through it, 

the study 
that indicates 
floating. 

Rightfully kept 
here, emplaced 
and lit as passage. 

Beckon the marks · 
to retain or harbor 
in behavior 

what no pure time 
has, or sheds light. 
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Its Excess 

Tea swaying in its cup 

and someday 

all over 

red and menthol 

samples of life laying themselves 

on our table 

And then 

windows cleaned at night 

by the light of an onion dome 

will show 

no burnish marks 

You wake 

bared in your fingers 

fortuitous and extra 

our 

emphasis 
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Its Companion 

Ties the leaf, 
a thread 

of what denomination 

of 

breath 

Finally a visible soul in history 

Delivery 

sucked from its outbranching and tissue 
The length of a stride 

so exhausts 
what it wants 

What 

a world this compassed ether 
emits 

Slow 
sniffing at amnesia, 

brushing 
a series of clumsy reports 

On a map sewn with leaves, all 

surrounding A Succor 
wrapped 

in string, it must 
be opened for the mouth Short 

of air 
its tie 
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I. 

One 

Return 

who would be you 
brought hand over hand 

under water 

Distant from advent 
or any sense 

But still there are 
lilies Your hands 
submerged 

11. 

Beneath that fluid border 
one has to 

prepare for the responsibility of presence 

A fig tree blown over in a storm 
is still milky 

with sweetness That deaf applause 

by which hands raise 

and flutter 
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Ill. 

I see your caress in its basin 

whereas I 

blow air from my mouth 
to warm up cold fingers 

All gesture is it 
that walks around 
the haven 

I repeat my selfhood endlessly 
but there are still blotches 

much lower 
in the sink 

all those fallen petals 
demolishing the floor 

IV. 

A harrowing 

already 
I'm depleted of experience 

Preparation, is it 
the reverse 

after waiting so long 
and turning the faucet 

As though swimming were a solution 
so harsh on the water 
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V. 

This much changes by the end of the day 
a form of taxation 

its deafness melodic and 
its staining pollen 

not rinsable 
but like 

the anniversary of a birth 

Vl. 

I understand how they would warp and soften 

Your fingers under water so long 
by now 

I begin to hover in your name 
at its midpoint 
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l. 

House 

Term 

hung by a blue string 

The edge of a three leaf 

table 

of light 
The eye's 

reversal of showering bits 
of the word you wish to join : 

House made of pewter 
and 
House made of silver 

11. 

You crack at 
the shell 

of a supposed egg asking 
that its partitioned fruit 

be the repository of many entries 
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lll. 

The brick floor from which the 
kingdom of God extends 

or could extend 

This is the hard table 

with the door-like segments of its foldings 

lV. 

compared to the spine 
of her leaning over it 

A house swung from the neck, 

its meteor shower 
full of isolated eyes 

This, not suspended 
but tinted in itself and 

blue breaking between 
its separate floors 

Addendum to the table 
always 

flattening more perfectly 
in its service 
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Keith Waldrop 

Legion's Grammar 

1 

birds I hear 
weeping 
and certain carhorns 
seem to call my name 

the sound comes 
down and 
inward, honk 
weeping 
song 

not words but 
wing-sounds 

there is no nothing 
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2 

she had read, she 
tells us-Mrs Eddy , that 
is-a full account 
of Washington 's 
death and burial 

her brain too 
big for her body 

well and after 
all, most knowledge 
is like a dream 

then syntax 
became 
spiritual order 

etymology divine 
history 

prosody 
songs of angels 

and no Last 
Judgement 
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3 

a sweet and singular 
strain of singing 
outside the window 

a bright light and 
within it two 
faces, then 

passed through 
the bed and 
touched the Colonel's 
hand , which was 
in his pocket 

floating through the doorway 
three separate and 
distinct 
clouds 

in strata 

repeated "that's 
the day I 
died" and 
instantly was 
dead 
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4 

the things of this 
world are fluid, they 
take our shape 
wind-sounds 
words 

layers 
underlying, in
sinuation, long 
drawn out pitches that 
dip down 

space, a place to 
stretch out, stop or 
step 

where we find 
ourselves, where we 
putter , time 
also out-
stretched 

enfolded-earth-by 
ether? 

by ocean 
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5 

sweet music without dis
tinguishable text 

above and connected 
with a cord proceeding 
from her forehead 

over the left 
eye there 

floating in horizontal 
position a 
nude white 
figure , her 
astral body 

full notes of 
organ or 
aeolian harp 

then in one 
corner 
heaven 

heaven and earth 
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6 

and what will 
remain? not new 
ice, washed 
against the beach 

speak loudly 
at great speed: prayer is 
asymmetrical, sheer 
noise attracts spirits 

not the ice of a 
winter: ice 
of headlands 
ice of bay 

glare 

pairing a heard 
word with a word 
unheard 

not even 
the ice at the poles 

my love, dark as 
matter 
heavy as body 

salt ice will 
bend , the bird of 
paradise has 
no feet 

disappearing, you 
complete the night 
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7 

so here is 
center 

drawn 
bridge 

glair 

sad rumor 
of joys for which the 
body 
is not adequate 

there is no everything 
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8 

but words yes I do 
hear words 

disembodied, out
side the sound 

the natural order 
of forest , of 
funeral 

sorrows of 
memory 
its function its 
failures 

sack of 
grain, head 
of cattle, rail
road abandoned 
tracks 
transfigured 

gone 
reflection, a 
wept song 
heavy as 
flood , love's 
ballast 

world born of 
detachment, developed 
forms of weeping 

slip down 

until the sound 
is out of hearing 
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I thought that Brief struggle 
nature was enough for Capacity 
till Human the power to 
nature came contain 
-Anti But that the Is always as 
other did absorb the Contents 
As Parallax But give a 

Firmament Giant room 
A Flame- and you s~all 

will 
lodge a Giant 

OfHuman and not a 
nature just smaller man 
aware lesser 
There added 
The Divine A Giant is your 

Tenant 

Emily Dickinson, "I thought that/ nature was enough." About 1873. A 
penciled work-sheet draft composed on a scrap of paper. Reproduced by 
permission of the Trustees of the Amherst College Library . 
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Marta Werner 

"M fS " arge o now: 
Excavations of Silence and the Space of Literature in 

Emily Bronte and Emily Dickinson 

"We all pass through an eccentric path, and there is no 
other way possible from childhood to consummation." 
-Friedrich Holderlin 

"Unlike birds , books die with wmgs spread open." 
-Edmond Jabes 

Lacunae: 

"Bed plays means secret plays. All our plays are very strange ones ."1 

On 15 September 1821, when Emily Jane Bronte was just three years 
old, a prophetic openness revealed itself to her. Almost at once, she was 
motherless. In the space of that absence-a space her two elder sisters Maria 
and Elizabeth soon entered forever-Emily Bronte conceived the brutally 
anarchic universe of Gondol and the games of disappearance. From this 
unattended nursery and this private play there was to be no exit: during the 
earliest years of a cursed and consecrated childhood, Emily Bronte learned 
to keep watch at the borders of absence, to write across the threshold 
towards silence, towards the space of a secret (joy). Her poems and her 
single novel are dangerous gifts: they lure us into their midsts with the 
promise of access to the mystery only to expropriate us of our "knowledge " 
and our "identity ," to abandon us in drift of images. 2 

Emily Bronte seems to have possessed a rare, noetic power that found 
expression in drawing , music , and geometry. It led Monsieur Heger , with 
whom she had studied in Brussels for a brief eight months , to observe, "She 
should have been a man-a great navigator. Her powerful reason would 
have deduced new spheres of discovery from the knowledge of the old; and 
her strong , imperious will would never have been daunted by opposition 
or difficulty. "3 But in the composition of Wuthering Heights, Emily Bronte 
abandoned herself to something later than logic-to logic's aftermath, 
perhaps , or to an exegesis of the open spaces of dream and window-writing. 
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In this work, a "dense anthem of desire," language hungers forward as 
vastated melody ; writing traces "the way to get lost," and teaches "how not 
to return." 4 

In her private notebooks, one feels most poignantly Emily Bronte ' s 
weariness with her medium. And her wariness of it. A distrust of words , an 
ambivalence that remains even after their eloquence has been mined , is 
inscribed in the wanderings (doodling) of her stylus. Whether the effect of 
left-handedness or of a far abstraction, holes appear between single words 
to create zones of silence, and, in the margins, where one writes without 
permission , letters drift into designs of baroque keys, the branches of a fir 
tree, concentric circles-or ellipses unraveling : 

I 

Marginal draw
ings (magnified) 
from a poem 
beginning "How 
long will you 
remain ?" 

And, just as on the surface of the manuscripts anomie is a wish 
fulfilled , later, on the imaginative terrain of the moor, exile will "set in 
motion the allegory of separation," in which separation spells desire and 
where rupture signals the beginning of rapture. 5 

* 

In his recent study of Emily Bronte's life, Edward Chitham has 
written, "She knew what it meant to abandon human standards. "6 He 
might instead have confessed: "It is impossible to write her biography: the 
absence of personal documents that could qualify the published work, the 
brevity of the life, its rigorous uneventfulness-all these factors make the 
task impossible." Yet in an epistemological sense, it is not only true that 
Emily Bronte knew what it meant to abandon human standards, but that 
her capacity for such abandonment was infinite . The crucial moment in 
her writing occurs when she reaches into the immemorial in order to merge 
with it, when, in her desire to allow the Other to speak, the conditions of 
interiority, intensely guarded, are suddenly turned inside out . In the vast 
and bewildering world of Wuthering Heights, the erasure of the single, 
autobiographical perspective is accompanied by the emptying out of 
individual desire in words . What remains at the conclusion of Bronte ' s 
novel is the sweeping patience of the negative moment, the spectral 
vigilance of the watch that does not forget because it does not remember , 
an uncovering silence: 
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I lingered round them under that benign sky; watched 
the moths fluttering among the heath, and hare-bells; 
listened to the soft wind breathing through the grass; and 
wondered how anyone could ever imagine unquiet slum
bers for the sleepers in that quiet earth. 7 

Witnesses 

Bereavement in their 
death to feel 
Whom we have never seen
A Vital Kinsmanship impart 
Our Soul and their's-between-

For Stranger-Strangers do 
not mourn-
There be Immortal friends 
Whom Death see first
tis news of this 
That paralyze Ourselves-

Who, vital to Our Thought
Such presence bear away 
In dying-' tis as if Our • souls 
Absconded-suddenly-

+ World-Selves-Sun-
(MBII, fascicle 34, c. 1862) 

"Space is as the Presence" (L378). Emily Bronte's brieflife ended on 
19 December 1848, eve of the Festival of Winter. She was not yet thirty. 
At the time of Bronte' s death, Emily Dickinson was eighteen. Yet their 
contemporaneity, confirmed by overlapping chronologies, conceals the 
real nature of their relationship to one another as intimate strangers. 
Stranger. for Bronte, a ghostly child returned, a madman, nature dena
tured; for Dickinson, death's lost multitudes, "the secret deep," a rare 
peace. Named in Dickinson's late letters as "Gigantic Emily Bronte" 
(L742), "so strange a Strength" (L822), and "self-forgetting" (L742), the 
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image of the dead poet impinged upon the consciousness of the living one . 
In 1883, three years before Dickinson 's own death, Mary F. Robinson's 
highly speculative biography of Emily Bronte was at last published: as she 
read it, Dickinson may have occasionally encountered herself: "Out of 
Bronte's Self, out of her Myth, " writes Susan Howe, "[Dickinson] chose 
to pull her purity of purpose. Metamorphosis of thought into correspond
ing vocation, Myself was as another , now 'I' dare to go farther ."8 By calling 
her poems "Our Snow" (P709), Dickinson recalled not only the white 
spaces between the words of Bronte's poetry , but the very ground of 
exposure-the empty pages--over which Wuthering Heights makes its 
way, forgetfully. 

Dickinson's copy of Wuthering Heights(New York: Harper & Broth
ers, 1858), a single volume covered in black cloth over boards , is not 
inscribed and contains no trace of marginalia . Direct allusions to Emily 
Bronte' s poems and her novel within the body of the younger writer 's work 
are few and far between . Instead, a mysterious fusion of these two deeply 
iconoclastic minds takes place on the fringes of memory , along the edges 
of poems and fragments . 

As if some little Arctic flower 
Upon the polar hem-
Went wandering down the Latitudes 
Until it puzzled came 
To continents of summer
To firmaments of sun-
To strange, bright Crowds of flowers
And birds, of foreign tongue! 
I say, As if this little flower 
To Eden, wandered in-
What then ? Why nothing-
Only , your inference therefrom ! 

(MBI, fascicle 8, c. 1860) 

"It 's twenty years .. . twenty years, I've been a waif for 
twenty years!" (WH , 24) 
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* 
In poetry, the most crucial turn may be a turning away: "To forsake 

what shelters," writes Maurice Blanchot , "is one of the major peripetes of 
knowledge . "9 A reading of the way in which the aesthetic disturbance of the 
mind of Emily Bronte impinges upon the mind of Emily Dickinson is here 
a reading of this turn . For it is paradoxically by re-directing ambition 
inward that Bronte and Dickinson ultimately trace a path towards an 
"open space"-a space in which, abandoning and abandoned by every
thing, they approach the "extreme moment of liberty" to "take their 
different delights." 10 The haunted dream sequences of Wuthering Heights, 
the blank in a child's diary, the far retractions of Dickinson's dashes-all 
are tropes, strange figures, for the space suddenly and infinitely unknown, 
the space of exposure both writers translate into a site of affirmation and 
annunciation: "Our blank in bliss to fill" (P113). Here, at last, "High 
Romanticism " has its destined meeting with the inner logic of radical 
Protestantism: 

At that moment , the garden gate swung to .... 

* 
Excavation (I) 

My sister Emily loved the moor . Flowers brighter than 
the rose bloomed in the blackest heath for her; out of a 
sullen hollow in a lurid hill side her mind could make an 
Eden. She found in the bleak solitude many and dear 
delights ; and not the least and best loved was-liberty . 
(Charlotte Bronte , from the "Preface" to Selectiom from 
Poems by Ellis Bell) 

"I never saw a Moor- " (Pl 052 , c. 1865) 

All stories are "constructed over a loss." 11 

In his delirium, Branwell Bronte had heard the voice of his dead sister 
Maria crying outside the window at night. The brief, bare elegies Charlotte 
Bronte wrote for Emily in 1850 were intended not only to wear a passage 
between grief and the world, but to make the latest and most silent ghost 
speak again, differently. Though the elaborate conventions of Milton's 
"Lycidas"--one work standing in the shadows behind these less formal 
meditations-have here fallen away, much still depends upon Charlotte 
Bronte ' s ability to shepherd language and lead words home to their low 
resting place, to make, even of death, a shelter. 
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Emily Bronte died at the beginning of winter; Charlotte's memorial 
crosses with the spring: Milton's ground strewn with rathe primroses, pa/,e 
gessamine, woodbine and dajfadilles is reinvoked in the "purple light" of 
Emily Bronte's gaze, while beneath Charlotte's trance-like writing the 
savage hungers of Wuthering Heights are lulled into a "stilly sleep," 
smothered beneath a bed of flowers. Through the agency of a "Preface" -
a device Charlotte had recourse to three times in 1850-she began to 
construct an impressive counter-fiction to Wuthering Heights, a fiction of 
peace and resurrection. Moreover, by deliberately echoing Lockwood's 
diction at the conclusion of the novel, she moved to enclose the sheer, 
inhuman otherness of that work, to make the beginning rhyme with the 
end . 

Yet the "Biographical Notice," the "Preface" to the 1850 edition of 
Wuthering Heights, and the "Prefatory Note" to the Poems all mask a string 
of prior violations that began as early as 1845 when Charlotte Bronte broke 
into Emily's private manuscript books-the "hiding places" of her power
and did not end until sometime after her death when Charlotte re-edited 
her literary remains in a manner that diminished their originality and force. 
Like Emily Dickinson's first editors/"robbers," Charlotte Bronte standard
ized her sister's punctuation, added tides and even verses to the poems, and 
domesticated the rough rhythms and vibrant language of the 1847 edition 
of Wuthering Heights.12 Like a printer setting the margins of a text, she re
defined the novel's borders, suppressing, where she could, the text's 
fundamental ambivalence about synthesis and closure: 

4tat- intimate 
Gl¥@ e•.•er hush 

* 
In the end, however, the restoration of order was not to be accom

plished either through Charlotte's editing of seventeen (of Emily Bronte's 
nearly two hundred) poems, or even through her re-visioning of Wuthering 
Heights. Only a more intimate act of violence could still forever her fear that 
the life she had so painstakingly and at such a cost to her own creativity
for two years Charlotte wrote almost nothing-adjusted to the fiction of 
redemption would rise in protest. Sometime between 1848 and 1855, 
Charlotte destroyed with "typical efficiency" almost every scrap of Emily 
Bronte' s papers. 13 At last, then, editorial control over a text extended to an 
even more chilling control over the memory of the dead. Today, two brief 
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letters, several devoirs composed in French, and a few fragments of a 
childhood diary alone remain in Emily Bronte's quite empty hands. 

The autograph manuscript of Wuthering Heights remains untrace
able. 

* 

Peace is a fiction of our Faith
The Bells a Winter Night 
Bearing the Neighbor out of Sound 
That never did alight . 

(MBII, set 7, c. 1864) 

"To my ear, they had also a peculiar music-wild, 
melancholy , and elevating." (Charlotte Bronte, from the 
"Biographical Notice of Ellis and Acton Bell," 1850) 

* 

The full impact of Charlotte 's original transgression against Emily 
Bronte's privacy-her unlicensed perusal of the manuscript books
cannot be gauged, though reports of the latter 's " irrational rage," a rage that 
Charlotte feared, and, by some accounts , interpreted as a sign of dementia , 
confirm the incident's significance. Yet Wuthering Heights is itself an 
oblique , or coded, elaboration of its consequences. For here , the pr ivate, 
bounded subject-the self guarding its borders, locking away its words
is as untraceable as the original manuscript of Emily Bronte' s prose poem; 
here, I "marks in the text the empty place ... where the other speaks."14 Or 
writes, without reason: in dreams , upon the window pane, in the blank of 
a diary . 

The "Biographical Notice " is Charlotte 's attempt to seize the pencil 
her sister let go of, to steal Emily Bronte's book back from the Other. But 
the book-or the stylus-remains ontologically, restlessly ambiguous : it 
"roams eternally in other bodies ... other histories ."15 Other nights . 
Ultimately , it traces the course of the angel who nightly tracks the waste of 
winter snow. 16 
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Excavation (II): The First Night 

If a dream comes-but what sort of coming is a dream's? Through 
what night does it make its way? 

The first night is another of day's constructions . . .. In 
the [first] night everything has disappeared . ... Here 
absence approaches-silence, repose, night . .. . [H]ere 
the sleeper does not know he sleeps, and he who dies goes 
to meet real dying . Here language completes and fulfills 
itself in the silent profundity which vouches for it as 
meaning. But when everything has disappeared in the 
night, 'everything has disappeared' appears. This is the 
other night .... It is what we sense when dreams replace 
sleep, when the dead pass into the deep of night, when 
night's deep appears in those who have disappeared . .. . 
Here the invisible is what one cannot cease to see . . .. He 
who dreams sleeps, but already he who dreams is he who 
sleeps no longer . He is not another, some other person, 
but the premonition of the other, of that which cannot 
say 'I' any more . . . . (Maurice Blanchot, The Space of 
Literature) 

Wuthering Heights begins with a dream of writing, with a constella
tion of letters, a name written against the night: Catherine Earnshaw
Heathcliff-Linton repeated over and over in a perfect chronology and an 
aimless drift that recedes towards the blank that separates each term, and 
towards the impossibility of union and unity. For Lockwood, who loses his 
way towards the Heights in a storm-a "whirl of wind and snow" (WH, 
12)-these small notchings spell "nothing but a name," the simple work 
of a child's hand. Even so, the name scatters into a "glare of white letters 
started from the dark" (WH, 17), and becomes a spectral presence compel
ling him to sleep wakefully in text after text, dream after dream, and draws 
him into the futile work of deciphering . 

At what moment does the dream begin? "There is no stop, no interval 
between dreaming and waking." 17 At the beginning of Wuthering Heights 
Lockwood opens a bible bearing the inscription "Catherine Earnshaw, her 
book" and filled with marginalia. He is dreaming now : 
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Scarcely one chapter had escaped a pen and ink commen
tary-at least the appearance of one-covering every 
morsel of blank that the printer had left. Some were 
detached sentences; other parts took the form of a regular 
diary, scrawled in a childish hand . . . . An almost 
immediate interest kindled in me for the unknown 
Catherine, and I began forthwith to decipher her faded 
hieroglyphics. (WH, 18) 

He is dreaming now, but it is a sign of Lockwood 's commitment to 
the laws of the day that he seeks to define the parameters of Catherine's 
identity through an act of deciphering , decoding-as if, that is, it were ever 
possible to decide between Earnshaw and Heathcliff and Linton without 
facing the disarray of those letters or the nightfall between them, as if a love 
for the proper name did not remonstrate with a desire for anonymity, as if, 
finally, a name were always a sign leading us from the beginning of the 
narrative to its end . 

Settled in the bed chamber of the late Catherine Earnshaw-Heathcliff
Linton-a "singular sort of old fashioned couch ," a "little closet"-and 
holding a lighted candle, Lockwood reads in order to reach the day more 
quickly and to yield the name up to the light. But the narrative, the second 
path he takes to reach dawn and home, breaks apart into fragments , 
entangling him in dream 's distress Night page torn word missing:18 

in the closeted chamber , beyond the sliding panels , Lockwood moves 
toward the charged absence of the blank in the diary. From this nowhere , 
this empty space, the voice of a long dead child wakens him into the heart 
ofNight 's silence, into a language sifted in snow. It is the voice of the child 
he has been reading about , the voice that has disappeared into the gaps of 
its own narrative , lost now, as once it had played , on the moors : "Let me 
in-let me in! . .. It 's twenty years . . . twenty years, I've been a waif for 
twenty years" (WH , 23-2 4). But from this exile there is never any hope of 
re-entering the intimacy of the first night , and from this child's entreaties 
Lockwood must turn abruptly away. Beyond the shattered panes of the 
window, the logic of the day itself is at stake, and even his cruelty-"! 
pulled its wrist on the broken pane, and rubbed it to and fro till the blood 
ran down and soaked the bedclothes " (WH , 23)-is no measure of the peril 
this Catherine is. 

Wuthering Heights unfurls in the immensity of nocturnal space 
where , instead of bearing us serenely toward the "empire of day" and 
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illumination, it seeks the very center and heart of night-the "other 
night"-in which private existence has no foothold . In the dream within 
the dream, Lockwood, the first of Emily Bronte' s narrators , almost reaches 
this heart (this brink) and passes into exile. Only at the last moment will 
Bronte turn him back towards the morning where he may be master of his 
story, where the fir branch that once turned into the hand of a ghost-child 
will turn back into the pen with which he writes . His linear narrative , 
tracing the passage of the name from Earnshaw to Linton and back again, 
never again alludes to the terror of the dream or heeds the counter-grammar 
of the child 's voice. Yet, as Lockwood retreats from the other night, 
Heathcliff, filled with desire, cries into it, and his cry, naked and measure
less, unbinds the story and delivers it into danger : "'Come in! come in,' he 
sobbed ... . "But only the wind "whirled through ... blowing out the light " 
(WH, 27). 

* 

After Emily Bronte finished Wuthering Heights at the age of twenty
seven, her life's work was essentially done. 19 Only two poems , "No coward 
soul is mine," which stands at the conceptual center of the novel, and a 
disturbing and nearly illegible Gondol fragment (#193), were composed 
after 1846; three years later, she was dead. Writing had paradoxically 
involved a step towards silence: devotion to her work and desire in language 
had at last led her to drop the stylus-and with it all traces of a personal 
style-so that what is heard in the work, the work 's melody, is Emily 
Bronte' s effacement. Beginning with a name written against the darkness, 
Wuthering Heights ends with an annunciation of anonymity : Morning will 
butlightthe bare slates above the peat graves of Catherine Earnshaw, Edgar 
Linton , and Heathcliff And of the three names, only Heathcliff s remains 
legible. Set eternally apart, it reminds us of writing's "essential solitude "; 
lacking all ties to a particular past, it belongs to pasts (and futures) 
immemorial. Thus, if Lockwood is Bronte's first narrator-a writer 
suffering from "tyrannical prehension," a master of his stylus-Heathcliff 
is Emily Bronte's second messenger.20 Inside the frame of Lockwood's 
story, HeathclijjCatherine's broken narrative of loss, impotence , and 
wordlessness creates a rupture, an open space of agony and joy. In this gap, 
the text dreams within the other night, the night of the "unstory" sheltering 
the sacred. 2 1 
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* 
Deep calls to Deep: The Other in the Night 

"I am Heathcliff' (WH, 82). 
Haunted by nostalgia for transparence and equilibrium, and by a 

"love that breaks all ties and wants the end and union with the abyss," 
Catherine and Heathcliff go into the night. 22 To them, it appears as the first 
night, a winding sheet of stars, a "Comforter." Yet just when death might 
have kept them, narrowly, as between two dates engraved upon a head
stone, the hinge of night opens into the other night, where both pain and 
pleasure are doubled, where instead of a loss of consciousness, a summons 
to deep sleep, there is memory without rest."23 

It is significant that Bronte does not permit Catherine and Heathcliff 
to enter the night together, but prefers a "strange way of killing" (\VH, 
291). Killing, and not dying: by making Night ( Catherine, bliss) a murder
ess, Emily Bronte points again to the extraordinary transgression at the core 
of the novel, while also protecting the irreducible alterity of the night itself. 
"Write pax across the window pane and then be still," counsels Wallace 
Stevens: but in the dream within the dream the window pane is shattered 
so that instead of peace-a lyric dissolve in the grave solution-there is 
death's eternal return as pure risk, as the night coveting nothing. 

An open, empty nest. 

* 

Catherine-Ophelia: 
You must sing 'Down, a-down', and you, 'Call 
him a-down-a'. 0, how the wheel becomes it. 

There's rosemary, that's for remembrance. Pray, love, 
remember. And there is pansies; that's for 
thoughts. (Hamlet, Act N, scene v.) 

And rue for you, and rue for me. In the winter of the year of her death, 
alterity dressed in the rags of madness raps at Catherine Linton's door and 
is received. Now quite beside herself, Catherine rends the soft pillow meant 
to smother her to rest, loosing a snow-storm of feathers-"spectres of the 
perished spring"-that scatter beyond the order of Lockwood's (and 
Nelly's) regulation fictions and draw her into full parity with the Outside 
and the thoughtless thought of exposure. 'O, how the wheel becomes it': 
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'That's a turkey's,' she murmured to herself, and 'and this 
is a wild duck's; and this is a pigeon's. Ah, no wonder I 
couldn't die! Let me take care to throw it on the floor 
when I lie down . And here is a moor-cock's; and this, I 
should know it among a thousand-it's a lapwing's. 
Bonny bird; wheeling over our heads in the middle of the 
moor' (WH, 122). 

In this catalogue of birds, which, like Ophelia's flowers, is evocative 
rather than discursive, all is undone: synthesis is pulled to pieces and story 
made threadbare. The feathers of the orphaned lapwings drift with the 
spring leafage and the winter snow: like wilding boundary figures, they are 
angels or ghosts, instants of pure departure. In their long flight over the 
heath, they harmonize with the wandering cadences of Catherine's solilo
quies-the vagrant discourse of the wakeful sleeper-intoned into the 
rhythmless abundance of night. Here, the enormity of the night is 
expressed as hunger transfigured through long fasting from the broken 
images of day; here, language forsakes reinforcement. At last, the feathers 
take the place of the stylus, tracing a writing of the aftermath in which the 
present tense is cut strangely adrift, and where the barricades hindering the 
selfs leap beyond singularity collapse around the body's "shattered prison." 

Wuthering Heights penetrates the mysteries of substance more ex
tremely, more dangerously, than any other English novel of the period. In 
it, high Gothic conventions-the daemon, the ghost, the androgyne
take on the status of metaphysical epiphanies. Like the sudden, dark 
ascension of the bugle at the end ofBrowning' s "Childe Roland," Catherine's 
annunciation "I am Heathcliff," rises to overturn everything. By pressing 
at the limits of gender and identity, and then beyond them, Emily Bronte 
presses androgyne into anonymity. And when Catherine, whose fidelity to 
the present expresses itself throughout the novel as a grammatical compul
sion, dies into the night, she withdraws Heathcliff from all orders of 
being-in the present-and lets him go into the aftermath. In "the split 
beyond the ending" he exists as "the other of all tenses," and, lacking the 
marks of inflection, he becomes an exile in the counter-grammar of the 
blank. 24 

Only a language lacking all discretion can query the night in which 
the Other now drifts without purchase. In the wake of Catherine's 
departure, Heathcliff calls out in anguish, "It is unutterable" (WH, 167), 
and this cry, non-dialectical and destructive of communal discourse, 
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separates him from the locus of power. Thus, at the opening of the second 
volume of Wuthering Heights, he stands, in fans, languageless: "He was there 
... leant against an old ash tree, his hat off, and his hair soaked with the 
dew that had gathered on the budded branches and fell pattering round 
him" (WH, 165). 

* 
In her defection into death's "glorious world," Catherine Linton 

crosses a deep distance. As deep, perhaps, as the source of night where 
Orpheus seeks Eurydice "beyond the measured limits of song" and finds 
only loss and failure, the song's unbinding. 25 Like Orpheus ' fatal turn back 
towards Eurydice-the heart of night-Heathcliff's cry into the abyss of 
final absence, succeeded by the half-whispered asides-"he muttered 
detached words ... wild terms of endearment, or suffering" (WH, 332)
that bear the novel to its open close, announce the ruin of narrativity. To 
him, the "entire world is a dreadful collection of memorabilia that 
[Catherine] did exist, and that I have lost her" (WH , 324) . In the 
aftermath, nothing remains except remains . 

The torn pages of a diary. 
The fragments of memory . 

Fed by Angels 
* 

Catherine 's death is nothing but an extension of her gaze, a strange 
form of snow blindness in which the afflicted sees night's empty grandeur 
as refulgence. As she approaches the final Romantic agony, she appears to 
"gaze beyond and far beyond-you would have said out of this world" 
(WH, 156), and neither Edgar's last gift of new crocuses nor the larch tree 
burdened with white blossom touch her now. According to Nelly, "[The 
corpse] asserted its own tranquillity " (WH, 165): death, the mother of 
beauty, draws her into the "secret Spring" (L750). But on the evening of 
her burial-day, Bronte causes the mute snow to fall again, covering the 
green grave just beyond the chapel limits . This moment of restraint in the 
midst of great suffering is a strange trust. Bare and formal, the twilit 
landscape is a simulacrum of a future that neither recognizes nor shelters 
the dead, but only swathes them in a solitude that cannot comprehend 
desire. "I dreamt," Heathcliff remembers forgetfully, "I dreamt I was 
sleeping that last sleep, by that sleeper, with my heart stopped, and my 
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cheek frozen against hers" (WH, 289). Beneath the coffin lid Catherine's 
features appear tranquil and "passionless"; in the peat soil of the moors she 
waits, embodying the waiting which death is. 

"Nothing extreme except through gendeness." 26 In Heathcliff's 
"strange change," a conversion experience which releases him from the 
"long fight" for mastery, labour is overturned into patience and giantism 
is linked to asceticism. Having gazed steadfastly into the abyss for fifteen 
springs, Heathcliff at last penetrates beyond the level of ordinary appear
ance and emerges on the far side of despair, a figure past the size of dreaming, 
a messenger with empty hands. Like Catherine, he, too, must go blind with 
hunger and sleeplessness, and betroth himself to the night in which he is 
already a sojourner, often leaving his table or his bed to walk its length. No 
staff, not even the thought of rescue, supports him in these nocturnal 
wanderings, for after his "conversion" he is "like one who would no longer 
enter anywhere ."27 On an April evening, Nelly reports, "I heard him go 
down stairs, and out at the front door: I did not hear him re-enter and, in 
the morning, I found he was still away" (WH, 326). The great agon of the 
novel reaches its climax only to be succeeded by the "unstory," and by the 
experience of the "infinite remainder" where "power, reaching as high as 
it can, longs to reach its own possibility--death, its source and essence
by undergoing the measurelessness of impotence." 28 In the end, the 
centripetal forces Heathcliff had harnessed in his struggle to reach the 
matrix of power at the Heights begin to flow in the opposite direction . His 
will remains unwritten and his words-"I can give them no more attention 
any more" (WH, 324)-assent to the world's infinite recession. 

For Emily Bronte, blindness and starvation are infinite tasks. Yet the 
powerfully seductive accounts of privation found in Wuthering Heights are 
not related to a quest for atonement, the expiation of sins through a mortal 
suffering, but to something more solemn : through aphanisis, Catherine 
and Heathcliff escape from the endless repetitions of genealogy into the 
conditions of radical clairvoyance. Thus, two of the most singular charac
ters in literature--each claiming to be the other and so identical-at last 
name this identity anonymity. At the end of his life, Heathcliff calls the 
night by Catherine's name; that is, he mistakes it for her, and, rushing to 
meet "her," slips into the extreme night of ontic loss. In his final, broken 
entreaties to her (ghost), the night she is dilates and envelops him : now, his 
language is traversed by night's audible distances, and his words, empty and 
joyful, go to drown in the blank of the diary- 'Down-a-down. 0, how the 
wheel becomes it.' 
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He frequently broke the silence by a deep inspiration, 
resembling a groan. He muttered detached words, also; 
the only one I could catch was the name of Catherine, 
coupled with some wild term of endearment, or suffer
ing; and spoken as one would speak to a person present
low and earnest, and wrung from the depth of his soul. 
(WH, 332) 

Moments later he will express a desire to annihilate his property "from 
the face of the earth" (WH, 333), to unravel all lines of descent, and all 
imagination of origin . 

What does one reach when one is left exhausted of words? Heathcliff s 
"strange change," his intuition of a presence hidden in the night's absence, 
involves a leap towards the sacred. Indeed, just before committing him to 
death, Emily Bronte turns Heathcliff once more towards dawn's quicken
ing. Out of the rapt stillness of his meditations, breaks the astonishing 
question: "Is it morning?" followed immediately by a demand for light. "Is 
it morning?" he calls to Nelly, who waits just beyond the threshold of his 
dream. "Come in with your light .... Come in and kindle me a fire" (WH, 
332). This poignant turn to the east is over almost before it begins. Yet it 
signals the possibility of a return to the order of day and history while at the 
same time illuminating the gaps in that order through which the other, 
unbidden, perhaps even unrecognized, comes. 

In Wuthering Heights Emily Bronte consents to both write the text 
and let it write itself. A passion, a poem: inside the strict narrative frame, 
voices speaking "otherwise"-in fragments, in strange figures-point to 
the radical autonomy of the work and its relation to what Kant called the 
"rhapsodic beginnings of thought." 29 On Heathcliff s death-day, the 
window in the dream chamber swings open to reveal the exultation of this 
beginning . 

A new face washed in rain. 

* 
Turning East. Emily Dickinson '.r Mo(u)rning Spaces 

Absent Place-an 
April Day-
Daffodils a'blow 
Homesick curiosity 

+To the Souls that snow-
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Baby-Work 

Drift may block within 
it 
Deeper than without
Daffodil delight but 

+Him it duplicate-

+ Unto + Whom 

* 

(MB II, Set 7, c. 1864) 

'Give over that baby-work,' I interrupted, dragging the 
pillow away, and turning the holes toward the mattress, 
for she was removing its contents by the handfuls. 'Lie 
down and shut your eyes, you're wandering. There's a 
mess! The down is flying about like snow!' (WH, 123) 

Emily Bronte places the scene of Catherine's mad work at the center 
and heart of Wuthering Heights. In the final pages of the first volume there 
is a sudden, astonishingly lyrical hiatus in which, for Catherine, night falls. 
As her mind reaches back to the oneiric landscape of childhood, it returns 
to the blank of the diary, the abandoned nest of nature without origin. 
Here, where time is run back on itself and the order of telling undone in 
the storm of feathers, words also seem to drift towards us-tiny marks of 
Catherine's unhoused existence-and the act of writing yields to an 
ecstatic attendance upon silence. Below, enclosed in his study, Edgar 
Linton reads-"buried in his books." But for Catherine, "laid alone" in her 
illness, it is impossible to hold fast to the skein of a story-her story, the 
story of the three generations ofEarnshaws and Lin tons-and the thought 
of the printed book acts as a barrier between herself and her desire for 
abandonment and exposure, for a death in which even memory has no 
secret share. 

The flight of the white feathers spells a warning: to penetrate the 
secrets of inorganic nature and subject oneself to the primal demands of 
ananke may be to risk madness and exile, to undergo the ultimate disorder 
of death. But Catherine's mad work may also serve as a metaphor for Emily 
Bronte's tracing of a writing (wandering) "otherwise," outside the ruined 
chapel of Lockwood's first dream and the shattered institutions of evangeli-
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cal Christianity . 30 On the moor-bod y a great disorder appears and later 
disappears beneath blankets of spring snow. Of this mysterious outs ide, the 
mind may be said to take an imprint . And here, where each page is a 
palimpsest , a record of fusion and forgetfulness, even the old symbolic 
order oflanguage gives way to a syntax of metaphor and metamorphosis, 
and, as in the felicitous logic of the sleeper, order is the order of departure : 
snow turning to feathers turning to a writing in snow. 

* 
Anguish over the unrelieved metaphysical homelessness of their lives 

and their art led Emily Bronte and Emily Dickinson to explore the ties 
joining exile and disseminat ion , and writing with a tracing in snow. In 
Dickinson 's work David Porter finds "enacted the losing of a program for 
poetry . . . . There is absence at every level: morpheme, word, phrase , poem , 
text, corpus , and the life as its matrix ."31 Stripped of the royalty of the 
world , D ickinson's words bear within themselves the force oflast words, 
and the greater the poem 's risk of revelation- "Our blank in bliss to fill" 
(Pl 13)-the more exposed and endangered its message. Like Emily 
Bronte's "colossal" prose-poem, Dickinson's work enfolds strange allego
ries of visitation: poems-letter s, fragments--are also translations of her 
encounter with an ineffable otherness , '"Deep call[ing] to Deep ' in the old 
way" (L899) . 32 Today , traces on the surfaces of Dickinson 's manuscripts
the dashes, the tiny crosses used to indicate variant (or additional) word 
choices, still point to the "presence after presentness," and to these rare, 
slant meetings. "33 

Limina-. a casement swinging on its hinge , a dash joining and dividing, 
the always unfinished drafts of a poem. At these thresholds , things mix and 
mingle , and the forgotten figures of the past cross with the future 's voices. 
Twenty years before Emily Bronte wrote Wuthering Heights her brother 
Branwell heard their dead sister Maria crying outside the windows on 
nights when the snow fell. And, long after Emily Bronte ' sown death on the 
eve of the Festival of Winter , Emily Dickinson took her place outside the 
window-text , herself a border figure, a reader-lost: "As if some little Arctic 
flower/ Upon the polar hem/ Went wandering down the latitudes . .. " 
(Pl80). Perhaps, standing outside Bronte's window-tex t, Dickinson be
held her own deep graven estrangement , not only from the Romantic 
ideology of "Gigantic Emily Bronte ," but from the engulfing giantism of 
the English canon . Perhaps . Bue Dickinson 's reading of Wuthering Heights, 
in some crucial sense a secret reading , also involves her return to reading's 
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dark and lovely promise of an unviolent seduction: "As if some little Arctic 
Flower/ To Eden wandered in ... " (P 180). Hidden within Bronte' s novel 
even as she is hidden within the perfect solitude of her room , Dickinson the 
reader enters the text's order of release: spectral words and light snow 
constitute a cynosure luring her toward the "strange purity and character
less blankness" of the outside. 34 

It sifts from Leaden Sieves
It powders all the Field-
lt fills with Alabaster Wool 
The Wrinkles of the Road-

It makes an even face 6f 
Of Mountain-and of Plain
Unbroken Forehead from the East 
Unto the East-again-

lt reaches to the Fence-
It wraps it, Rail by Rail, 
Till it is lost in Fleeces-
It +o flings a Crystal Vail 

On Stump-and Stack-and 
Stem-
The Summers empty Room
Acres of +o Joints-where Harvests 
were-
Recordless-but for them-

It Ruffles Wrists of Posts
As Andes of a Queen-
Then Stills its +Artisans-like 
+Swans-
Denying they have been-

+o deals celestial Vail-
+ Myrmidons+ ghosts
+o Acres of Seams-
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Four different manuscr ipts of this poem have been recovered, each of 
them with significant variations .35 The first and second versions were 
composed in 1862, at which time one was given to Susan Gilbert 
Dickinson and the other bound into Fascicle twenty-four. In 1864, 
Dickinson wrote a variant twelve line version of the poem-not broken 
down into quatrains-in which only the text of the first four lines is 
identical to that of the copy to Sue. This version is composed entirely in 
pencil and left unbound. Finally, in 1883, twenty-one years after the 
poem's inception, Dickinson returned to it again, revising it into three 
quatrains and making further alterations in word choices and punctuation . 
This version she tided "Snow," and enclosed in a letter to Thomas Niles, 
editor of the Boston publishing firm Roberts Brothers. And at this 
moment, she also chose to send Niles a copy of Currer, Ellis &Acton Bells 
Poems, which he returned , asking instead for an "M .S. collection" of her 
own work (L813b) . 

In the secret lining of Dickinson 's poem(s), pressed between the 
leaves of the manuscript books or the pages of a letter, is the memory, the 
wish, of Emily Bronte' s earlier work.Text softly embedded in text, reading 
becomes an act of int imacy in which each variant , angel or ghost, is an aside 
to a source, a different, deeper sounding of it: celestial-crystal joints
seams; Artisans-Myrmidons ; Swans-Ghosts; jwwers-figures. Yet if Emily 
Dickinson was drawn to the burial aspects of Bronte's novel-the sover
eign thought of snow-she does not give in to stillness, but rather to the 
loneliness of a drift . The variant versions of poems , as well as the variants 
within each poem, are Dickinson's way of writing "otherwise "-her way 
of making a language as free in practice as in theory. Here, the motionless
ness of the concluding stanza- "Then stills its +Artisans (Myrmidons) like 
I +Swans (Ghosts)"-signals not death, but the end oflinearity in a new 
order of angelic simultaneity . At the hem of Dickinson's poem, where "Joy 
and Gravitation have thei r own ways" (PF44), words and lines row outside 
the strict meters of the New England hymnal-in antimony, in extremis. 
A variant is also a departure . An irruption , or an outcry . 

From the perspective of the Father/editor, all margins must at last be 
justified . Yet concealed behind, or rather before , the printed texts of 
Dickinson 's works, texts now ordered and aligned, "fixed" in beauty and 
in madness, language is in crisis. Creation involves what Simone Weil calls 
decreation , a process through which things (bodies, words) pass not into 
nothingness but into the uncreated, into potential . "We must," Weil writes 
in her last notebooks , "take the feeling of home into exile. We must be 
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rooted in the absence of place .... By uprooting oneself one seeks greater 
reality."36 Even as we read, we are migrating towards the east, while the 
slanted , angular handwriting is becoming a kind of fluid print on the pages 
of an illuminated manuscript. 

* 

Binding and unbinding 

Art will never be reborn except amidst a general anar
chy-it will be epic, no doubt , because affliction will 
have simplified a great many things . .. . It is therefore 
quite useless for you to envy Leonardo or Bach. Greatness 
in our times must take a different course. Moreover, it can 
only be solitary, obscure . (Simone Weil , "Beauty") 

In 1858 or 1859 Emily Dickinson began to bind her work into the 
small packets her first editor, Mabel Loomis Todd , called fascicles. a cluster 
of flowers, the leaves of a book. Together, the forty fascicles form 
Dickinson 's houses of quiet, the first "hiding places" of her power . To 
assemble a packet she copied the poems in ink onto uniform sheets of 
stationery, stacked several copied sheets together , and stabbed two holes in 
the set, at last threading them through with string tied once in the front .37 

No trace of precious needlework softens the violence of this book-making , 
the act of self-publication , and each bound unit stays, at least momentarily, 
"confusion and multiplicity. "38 

In the earliest packets (1858-59), poems are fitted to fill blank spaces 
on the page, few alternate word choices appear to complicate readings, and 
ambiguities are neatly struck out. Later, during the mid- l 860s, a period of 
extraordinary creativity, a significant change occurs inside the fascicles, a 
change almost certainly reflecting a change in Dickinson 's attitude towards 
authorial "intention" : at this juncture , the packets take on the character of 
the workshop: variant word choices appear in abundance , while the almost 
habitual quatrain of the early work is ruptured and transformed under the 
pressures of a new vision. As Sharon Cameron has most recently observed, 
an aesthetic of "choosing not choosing" characterizes all of Dickinson 's 
work. 39 

Finally, however, when years of writ ing in almost unbroken isolation 
led Dickinson to a rule of speculation greater even than Hester Prynne' s, 
she abandoned the fascicle structure altogether , and , with it, the multiple 
sequences of force. Scraps of stationery , fragments of paper become the 
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"free" spaces she enters to "cake [her] delighc."40 Here, what Lyocard calls 
the "tireless and indeed tiresome effon of giving the text a position," of 
"mapping [its contours] ... and therefore stilling its movement" may be 
dispensed wich:41 poems-prose fragments, half messages, variants-break 
away from a series to attain a new and strange autonomy; no longer simply 
her "tenants," they move back through forgotten canons, return as "radical 
inquiries," as "loneliness turning." In the 1870s, the leaves of the folios lay 
scattered like "a desire 'tied to nothing'," and language is as wildly tentative 
as the hean icself.42 

* 
Annunciations. "Ah!" 

"The message [the poem] is the messenger."43 

When affiiccion did simplify a great many things, and death's 
mastering intrusion-or perhaps only a certain slant of (cwi)-lighc
revealed the extreme transience of worldly things, Dickinson was drawn 
cowards "boundlessness." The intense compression characteristic of the 
poems of the early and middle periods gives way to a wide and opaque 
spaciousness, and thought , like the round, sweeping handwriting of the 
1870s and 1880s, is strangely magnified and echoic: by the water's edge the 
sea makes "Blue faces in my face- " (P598). These rare, oracular transla
tions are, in terms of numbers oflines, extremely brief. Yee their authority, 
like Emily Bronte's in "No coward soul," is gigantic. For what speaks in 
chem speaks only after "light has broken into our cautionary being," after 
the conditions of inwardness-privacy-have been reversed.44 "Bue ought 
not the Amanuensis [also] co receive a Commission also-" (PF 23). The 
lase poems write themselves. 

* 
In many and reponless places 
We feel a Joy-
Reporcless, also, but sincere as Natu re 
Or Deity-

le comes, without a conscernacion
Dissolves-che same-
Bue leaves a sumptuous Destitution
Wichouc a Name-
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Profane it by a search-we cannot 
It has no home-
N or we who having once inhaled it
Thereafter roam . 

Dissolves] abates-/ Exhales
sumptuous] blissful 
a search] pursuit 
inhaled it] waylaid it 

(Pl382, c. 1876) 

"The word and the future are indissolubly linked," writes Roman 
Jakobson. Yet, as Fanny Howe observes in her essay on the ecstatic, "the 
future, the word, and the unknown are also linked ."45 "Reportless" may 
mean the inability to give an account, as for publication; the impossibility 
of carrying and repeating a message in order; or a refrain of delight. Like 
Emily Bronte, Emily Dickinson teaches us "how not to return": in the 
"reportless" works of the final decade, no one is present-all the human 
actors, including the artist and the spectator, have disappeared-and only 
a "central silence" or a vast peacefulness reign. Intimate, yet unframed and 
open-ended, hyper-real and essentially conceptual , Dickinson's poems 
appear as textual analogues of the luminist paintings of Frederic Edwin 
Church, John Kensett, and Thomas Cole .46 In them, everything and 
nothing is given, for, as Lyotard writes of Newman's paintings, a poem is 
an "angel": "It announces nothing; it is itself an annunciation." 47 

"Where do we find ourselves?" begins Emerson's famous essay 
"Experience." In Dickinson's last poems we find ourselves on the ghostly 
ground of a changed pastoral, in a space beyond ordinary geography. After 
1870, "holding a mirror up to nature " involved reflecting its otherness, its 
enigmatic strangeness . Moreover, the effect of poetry (reading) and nature 
on the mind is identical: both involve the sudden and intense apprehension 
of a presence that is inexpressible- "Ah!": 

Did you ever read one of her Poems backward, 
because the plunge from the front overturned you? I 
sometimes (often have, many times) have-A something 
overtakes the Mind- (PF 30) 
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We must travel abreast with Nature if we want to 
know her, but where shall be obtained the Horse-

A something overtakes the mind-we do not hear 
it coming (PF 119) 

On the mysterious topos of Dickinson's late utterances the lexical 
horse able co ride abreast with Nature , abreast also with the fiber naturae, 
Book of Nature , sacred and secret, is at last obtained. Riding beyond the 
periphery of narrative to the very gates of silence and the elaborating point 
of infinity, it brings us to a space where all our words sound strange to us 
while also sounding our estrangement and our delight . 

The joy that has no stem nor core, 
Nor seed that we can sow, 
Is edible to longing , 
But ablative to show. 

(Pl744) 

Like the manuscript of Wuthering Heights, the autograph copy of this 
late poem is now missing. A transcript only exists. 

* 

Turns or tropes of conversion . After her death on 15 May 1886, the 
good fortune of anonymity that had attended Emily Dickinson for over 
fifty years also enveloped her work. This would have pleased her. Indeed, 
the silence of her will concerning the fate of the nearly three thousand 
poems and fragments she had written over the course of a lifetime suggests 
that she had already turned away from them, entrusting her words to the 
force of chance, to the "extreme moment of liberty." More covetous of 
power than she ever was, we have not yet comprehended the significance 
of Dickinson 's last turn into freedom . 

We do not hear it coming(.) 
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Appendix: 
1. 1862. A fair copy redacted from the fascicle copy and probably sent to Sue. 
It is signed "Emily." 

It sifts from Leaden Sieves
It powders all the Wood. 
It fills with Alabaster Wool 
The Wrinkles of the Road-

It makes an Even Face 
Of Mountain, and of Plain
Unbroken Forehead from the East 
Unto the East again-

It reaches to the Fence
It wraps it Rail by Rail 
Till it is lost in Fleeces
It deals Celestial Vail 

To Stump, and Stack-and Stem
A Summer's empty Room-
Acres of Joints, where Harvests were, 
Recordless, but for them-

It Ruffles Wrists of Posts 
As Ankles of a Queen-
Then stills it's Artisans-like Ghosts
Denying they have been-
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2. About 1864. A pencil draft. 

It sifts from Leaden sieves 
It powders all the Wood 
It fills with Alabaster Wool 
The wrinkles of the Road. 
It scatters like the Birds 
Condenses like a Flock 
Like Juggler 's Flowers situates 
Upon a Baseless Arc-
1 t traverses-yet halts
Disperses, while it stays 
Then curls itself in Capricorn 
Denying that it was-

3. About 1883, enclosed in a letter to Thomas Niles. ED apparently titled the 
manuscript "Snow." 

It sifts from Leaden Sieves
It powders all the Wood
It fills with Alabaster Wool 
The Wrinkles of the Road-

It scatters like the Birds
Condenses like a Flock
Like Juggler's Figures situates 
Upon a baseless Arc-

It traverses yet halts
Disperses as it stays-
Then curls itself in Capricorn, 
Denying that it was-
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CONTRIBUTORS 

WILL ALEXANDER : "I am concerned with the spectrum oflinguistic breedings 
which flow from the 'suprasensory,' forming beyond the human as it exists as 
restrictive axial force, thereby exploring ocher levels oflanguage, generally thought 
to this time to encompass the strict domain of a susurrant mystical science." 

JEAN COCTEAU once wrote: "I shall have had that strange privilege of being the 
most invisible of poets and the most visible of men. As a consequence, the man 
draws fire and the poet is never hit. Since it is ultimately poets who become visible 
and men who become invisible, perhaps matters will be settled someday. Most 
likely I won't be around to observe the phenomenon, if it occurs." 

NORMA COLE is a poet and translator living in San Francisco. Her books 
include Mace Hill Remap, Metamorphopsia, My Bird Book and Mars. 

BENJAMIN FRIEDLANDER coedited Dark Ages Clasp the Daisy Root with 
Andrew Schelling, a project begun when both were living in California. Both still 
participate in a community scattered by dispersion, a project to which the present 
notes would attest -& yet the fate of separateness already announces itself in 
Friedlander's most recent collection, Anterior Future (Meow Press, 1993). 

PETER GIZZl'S most recent books are Periplum (Avec Books) and Music far 
Films (Paradigm). He is currently editing Jack Spicer's lectures for publication. 

SEAN KILLIAN has an undergraduate degree in Religious Studies, UCSC; his 
thesis being on The Book of Splendor, by "Moses De Leon," a Spanish Kabala 
masterpiece. His current project is the arrangement of poems into a book. He has 
been published in O-blek, Sulfur, Notus, Green Zero, St. Marks Newsletter, the 
World, Jimmy and Lucy's, Painted Bride, New American Writing, and American 
Letters and Commentary. 

NATHANIEL MACKEY, author of three chapbooks of poetry, Four far Trane 
(Golemics, 1978), Septet far the End of Time (Boneser, 1983) and Outlantish 
(Chax Press, 1992), and two books of poetry , Eroding Wimess (University of 
Illinois Press, 1985) and School of Udhra (City Lights , 1993). Also author of an 
ongoing prose composition, From A Broken Bottle Traces of Per.fame Still Emanate, 
of which two volumes have been published: Bedouin Hornbook (Callaloo Fiction 
Series, 1986) and Djbot Baghostus's Run (Sun and Moon Press, 1993). Editor of 
the literary magazine Hambone and coeditor (with Art Lange) of the anthology 
Moment's Notice: jazz in Poetry and Prose (Coffee House Press, 1993). Author of 
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a book of critical essays, Discrepant Engagement: Dissonance, Cross-Culturality, and 
Experimental Writing(Cambridge University Press, 1993). He teaches literature 
at the University of California, Santa Cruz . 

BERNADETTE MAYER is a poet and teacher living in New York City . A 
Bernadette Mayer Reader was published recently by New Directions. 

RAY RAGOST A'S Varieties of Religious Experience was recently published by 
Burning Deck Press. He also has poems forthcoming in the magazine Lingo and 
in a British anthology of prose poetry. 

ELIZABETH ROBINSON is in seminary in Berkeley and teaches at the 
California Institute oflntegral Studies in San Francisco. Her most recent book is 
String from French Broad press. 

JOHN TAGGART'S most recent publications are Remaining in Light: Ant 
Meditations on a Painting by Edward Hopper (SUNY Press, 1993) and Standing 
Wave (Lost Roads Publishers, 1993), a collection of poems. In addition, his work 
is included in Moment's Notice:jazzlnPoetryandProse(Coffee House, 1993) . He 
teaches in the English Department of Shippensburg University (Pennsylvania). 

KEITH WALDROP lives in Providence, teaches at Brown University, and is co
editor of Burning Deck. Among recent books: The Opposite of Letting the Mind 
Wander-selected poems drawn from seven earlier collections-(Lost Roads); 
Potential Random (Paradigm); Shipwreck in Haven (Awede). A novel Light While 
There is Light is forthcoming (Sun and Moon). 

ROSMARIE W ALDROP'S recent books of poems are Lawn of Excluded Middle 
(Tender Buttons Press), Peculiar Motions (Kelsey St. Press) and The Reproduction 
of Profiles (New Directions) . She also has two novels: The Hanky of Pippin's 
Daughter and A Fonnlof Taking/It All (Station Hill Press). She translates from 
French and German (Edmond J abes, Jacques Roubaud, Paul Celan, Elke Erb) and 
is co-editor, with Keith Waldrop, of Burning Deck Press. 

MARTA WERNER received her Ph.D. in 1993 from SUNY Buffalo. Her book , 
Emily Dickinson's Open Folios: Scenes of Reading, Surfaces of Writing, is forthcom
ing from the University of Michigan Press. She is currently at work on an edition 
of Dickinson's late prose fragments. 

ELIZABETH WILLIS'S latest books are Second Law (Avenue B) and A Maiden 
(Shuffaloff Press). 
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